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The point of this pre-release is to get these materials and this line of thinking more "out there" and to attempt to 
connect with any other folks who this project resonates with. Email FreeuniversEity@gmail.com for collaborations 

Introduction 

Thesis 

In order to manifest a world free of all oppressions, a world in which many worlds fit1, we must simultaneously seek 
to abolish education—the concept, practice, and all of its institutions—and focus our energies on self-determination 
in our communities; we must abolish education and grow autonomous learning communities. To say "learning 
communities," as I understand the term community and the way people learn, is actually redundant—there is no 
such thing as a non-learning community. This is because people are always learning all of the time, since we learn 
by doing and living and through participating in a community we are necessarily in a constant state of doing and 
living. However, I have written the statement "autonomous learning communities" in order to alert the reader that 
by abolishing education, I am not advocating that people cease to learn—a serious cause for confusion considering 
how conflated the terms 'learning' and 'education' have become (indeed, one of the most common reactions I get 
when saying we must abolish education is people concerned that youth will not be able to learn what they need to 
know to survive). I may even consider the term "autonomous community," in the context of seeking an end to all 
oppressions, to be redundant as well inasmuch as any community that is truly free of oppression or subjugation by 
forces external to that community must necessarily be autonomous—the relationship of being governed, in a 
political sense, by an outside entity is necessarily oppressive. With these meanings and redundancies revealed then, 
we may now reduce the core argument of this document to the following statement: 

In struggles for liberation from all oppressions, in seeking a world in which many worlds fit, we must 
cultivate community and abolish education. 

The potential of being called an oppressor and a hypocrite by those who don't get it and having this work ignored 
or trivialized for saying education must be abolished is a risk I am willing to take in an attempt to reveal the 
inherently oppressive and colonizing nature of the term, concept, practice and institutions of education. 

Disclaimer 

When speaking of Abolishing Education, I understand this as a process just as some revolutionary anti-capitalists 
understand the fight against capitalism as a process. Neither will the entirety of capitalism nor the entirety of 
education disappear from this planet overnight (or at least I don't expect that night to happen so soon that this 
paper becomes a moot point). Thus, I am sympathetic to the pragmatic need for folks occupying roles labeled parent, 
student, worker, staff, teacher, administrator and otherwise to continue engaging with the existing institutions of 
education—and various sectors of society defined by the existence of such—in order to maintain their day-to-day 
livelihoods in a society where education is currently playing such a massive role in determining "legitimate" (i.e. 
legal) access to goods and services necessary for survival, just as many anti-capitalists understand the need for so 
many people to continue to work a job for a living while embracing the need for long term struggle and vision 
against the existence of capitalism and for a better world. However, I am also aware of and sympathetic to 
arguments that claim (and actions that embody) an immediate and absolute break from both the institutions of 
education and capitalism as necessary in order to ever achieve liberation from these inherently oppressive things.  

In countering the hegemonic discourse2 of Neoliberalism (i.e. There is No Alternative)3, it is necessary to recognize 
and highlight when people do, in their individual lives and with communities, begin to operate in ways autonomous 
                                                             
1 "a world in which many worlds fit," was coined by the Zapatistas, who rose up against the Neoliberal world order on January 1st, 1994 on 
the first day of the North American Free Trade Agreement. For a good history of the beginnings of the Zapatista uprising see Khasnabish 
(2010) Zapatistas: Rebellion from the Grassroots to the Global. For communications directly maintained by the Zapatista Army of National 
Liberation (EZLN) http://enlacezapatista.ezln.org.mx/ 
2 hegemonic discourse is when a story is told by forces that hold military dominance over the realms in which a story is being told and the 
telling that story is done in a way that makes it impossible to challenge its conclusions within the framework of reality offered by the story. 
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from capitalism—especially in ways autonomous from the education-to-job market-or-prison pipeline. So, while 
acknowledging that I recognize the abolition of education as-a-whole to be a process, I also want to honor those 
who currently exist autonomously from it.  

This piece argues for the necessity of abolishing all institutions of education—and all manifestations of the concept of 
education—in the aims of liberating all creation from the creative-blockages of oppression. By creation, I mean both 
all of existence4 and acts of creation and creativity happening inside of existence as a whole. While I am generally 
against making universalized claims as to "what is to be done" in terms of liberation—because nobody can tell you 
what your struggle and your liberation is about, you are the only legitimate authority on that— it is exactly because 
of this perspective that I believe education must be abolished. Education is commonly a necessary part of 
universalizing plans for "liberation of all peoples and the planet." So, instead of coming up with some plan myself for 
what I think that is and trying to defeat others in arguments and campaigns as to how we can all get free, I am 
advocating the destruction of a core obstacle to our self-determination.  

Since I am not only calling for the abolition of merely “institutionalized education,” “compulsory schooling,” or a 
radical transformation of education but instead its absolute destruction, I anticipate a lot of resistance to the 
arguments I am putting forward. I suppose “radical transformation” of education, could be sufficient, if it was 
changed at the root such as to no longer be education, however if we end up with something that is still attempts to 
divorce learning from its natural position as embedded in the living experiences of ourselves and communities 
themselves; if a plan for the supposed "radical transformation" of education is still as some sort of training ground 
that segregates life and youth from being full participants and actors in the community, I do not suspect it can 
possibly address the problems we are facing. I am critiquing not just the current forms of education, or the education 
system, but the very idea of education. In many discussions I have, I find widespread resonance with the idea to 
“radically reform” the existing education system or with the idea that, in some “post revolutionary society” 
(whatever that is), of having entirely new forms of education that spring directly from the will of "the people." Much 
of my continued contestation of these ideas could be simply caught up in semantics: since I believe education is 
necessarily coercive, the idea of liberatory education is impossible and oxymoronic—one cannot force people to 
become "free." I actually resonate a lot with what many folks are doing or considering under the label of education, I 
just think we should work together to cease calling it education and use a different vocabulary entirely to talk about 
how we learn together. This may seem unnecessarily semantic or as though I am only defining education in these 
ways in order to maintain a tautology on the need to abolish it. It is more than that though; I believe calling for 
abolition of education rather than radical transformation (or worse, reform) is necessary to properly distance 
ourselves from and to avoid continued manifestations of this inherently oppressive concept. Possibly some of the 
least willing to accept this analysis will be those who have committed their lives to the transformation of the 
education system already and especially from those who receive paychecks as educators. To tell educators that 
education itself is a fundamental part of the problems we face will certainly cause some controversy. 

With this analysis of oppression and liberation in regards to education though, folks who identify as educators or 
people attempting to use the concept and practice of education for liberatory ends need not take this document as an 
attack on their persons but a friendly critique from a comrade in struggle; the intention here is to really dive into 
the depths of what causes oppression and unnecessary violence in our world and attempt to root it out. The 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
3 Neoliberalism can be summed up as the current dominant trend, globally, of capitalism. It is characterized by all forms of attack on the 
"welfare state" (in places where that has existed) and the opening of everything possible to rule by the global capitalist "free" market/investor. 
For a brief interview with Subcomandante Marcos on "Neoliberalism and the Media" see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OTy3aLBSMw 
; for extended works on the subject of Neoliberalism and accompanying bibliographies see the homepage of professor and critical geographer 
Matthew Sparke of University of Washington at http://faculty.washington.edu/sparke/ ;  for a bit on Neoliberalism and the "4th World War"—
against the planet and indigenous peoples—and potentials for liberation see "A Rainbow at Midnight: Zapatistas and Autonomy" at 
http://freeuniverseity.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/a-rainbow-at-midnight-zapatistas-and-autonomy.pdf  
4 This is not to imply that existence was necessarily created by (a) God in some religious sense, nor am I arguing against that. I don't claim to 
know how existence 'began'—nor am I sure it even makes sense to speak of a beginning, as if there was a "time" when nothing existed—nor 
do I think it is all that important to know. I simply enjoy using the term creation with multiple layers of meaning and think it is fitting to call 
all of existence "creation" regardless of the existence or lack thereof of some intentional "Creator," even if I bought into the myth of the Big 
Bang theory, it would still seem to make sense to call that moment an act of creation, for something was created—i.e. began to exist—one 
way or another. 
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intention here is to radicalize (i.e. make to go toward the roots of the problem) folks working for a better world by 
highlighting what I have a very strong hunch is (at least one thing) at the root of so many social and ecological ills. 
I hope that folks everywhere struggling for a better world can read this document taking these pages very seriously, 
as the core of the argument here—that we must abolish education—is not meant in jest, but also light heartedly 
because I do not mean to paint anyone as a villain who is actually sincere about their commitments struggling for a 
better world. Read on, and I look forward to discussing and continuing in the fight for a world in which many 
worlds fit alongside all of y'all! 

Notes on Decolonization and Anarchism 

For anyone committed to ending all oppressions, it will serve us well to be deeply critical of the epistemological 
framework5 many of us have been subjected to through the dominant education system. I am speaking of the 
dominant epistemology of 'Western Civilization', especially a whole host of assumptions rooted in the 
"Enlightenment" (a.k.a. the Enwhitenment). At the core of this epistemology is the belief in the ultimate power of 
human reason, logic, and the scientific method in the never ending but always progressing search for Truth. 
According to those who uncritically accept this epistemology and all of the "knowledge" it has revealed, humanity 
has been making "progress" for quite some "time" now. It is from folks who uncritically accept the current layout of 
existence on the planet as the result of human 'progress' gained through a deep history of experience, hard work, 
and scientific investigation that I expect to get (perhaps) the most pushback or dismissal from. Since, after all, how 
could we continue to pass down all that we have learned throughout history up to this point in our progress if it were 
not for education? For those who maintain that humans have been 'progressing' all this time, and that Western 
Civilization is somehow a part of that, I am curious what you think we are progressing towards? It is crucial that all 
notions of supremacy, linear progress of existence and perfection, and notions of truth be interrogated for their 
complicity in genocide and unnecessary suffering throughout history and presently. I believe with an honest 
investigation, most will conclude that the dominant western epistemology has done more harm than good. 

Several months ago I had a hunch of mine vividly validated by an elder, Patricia Ann Davis, who spoke on stage 
toward the beginning of (Decolonize/)Occupy Seattle. Patricia,  said the root of all unnecessary suffering on Earth, 
was from people who use their 5-senses as a weapon against themselves and the world. Patricia had a particular 
name for folks who fall into this category, which was not limited to any particular lines of race, nationality, or skin 
color. I cannot recall the name that was used to describe those who use their 5-senses as a weapon. 

I found a piece produced by Patricia called "PURE DEMOCRACY: Peacemaking Using an Indigenous 
Process" and will present it in brief here, as I find it highly relevant and resonant. The process consists of 5 sections: 
1) Problem Identification 2) Obstacles 3) Realistic Ideal 4) Co-Creative Resolution 5) Life Application. 

Peacemaking Process Based on Indigenous Wisdom 

1. Problem Identification: naming the out-of-balance condition. 

Fraud and corruption in leaders and in the government and corporations      

Core Issue:  the root cause that maintains the out-of-balance condition. 

Addiction to greed – never enough and never satisfied 

2. Obstacles: emptying is correcting the obstacles to internal change that maintain the root cause of destructive and 
death producing choices. 
[...] 

                                                             
5 An epistemology is simply a particular way of knowing, a particular way of coming to truth. Epistemological framework then, is simply the 
framework of a particular epistemology, in this case one that has been violently imposed as the only "legitimate" way to obtain knowledge. 
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Recruiting each generation of youth to participate in their own demise by using their 5-senses as a weapon 
against themselves and others by perpetuating social engineering and conditioning to win-lose=no-win 
decisions 
( Davis, 2012, https://nativeamericanconcepts.wordpress.com/2012/02/18/recorded-results-from-pure-
democracy-feb-15-2012/)  

I find this act of "using the 5-senses as a weapon" is very akin to the dominant practices and primary results of 
Western Science, especially in its currently commodified and marketized form, operating in the service of 
corporations entrenched in the military-industrial complex. It seems obvious enough to me that this act of 
"recruiting each generation of youth to participate in their own demise," happens very directly with the training, 
coercively by way of the education system, of each generation to simply find their place in this self-destructive (both 
of the broader and smaller selves) thing called the job-market. It might also be argued that this violence is inherent 
to the scientific method itself, where a fundamental divide is maintained between subject and object. However, I 
think this is only the case when the scientific method is granted or seeking a supremacy among epistemologies and 
when it is seen as somehow a more accurate route to truth than other ways of knowing. Yet this seems to be exactly 
the case of Western Civilization, it is premised on the displacement and destruction of other epistemologies and the 
rise to supremacy of its own through use of force.  

I believe we can find abundant evidence of the destructiveness of this process of epistemological genocide in the 
effects of technologies of resource extraction and war. By epistemological genocide, I mean a process whereby all 
Other epistemologies are destroyed and invalidated in order to allow for the functional dominance of a single 
epistemology in society, despite actual truth values of its conclusions (e.g. items are made from these technologies 
that facilitate the silencing and invisibilization of dissenting truths, usually in the form of suffering or rebellion, and 
assist in the creation of a Man-made virtual reality). The epistemology—Western Science—that has led to the 
manufacturing these technologies (tanks, oil rigs, satellites, space ships, mining vessels, chemical weapons, bombers, 
nuclear weapons, television and radio dominated by a few corporate voices etc.) is difficult to divorce from the ways 
in which so many of them are commonly used. Tanks are made through a process of observation, documentation, 
and objectification and subsequently used in the process of securing more raw materials for the continued 
manufacture of similar products by way of observation (where more materials can be found), documentation 
(surveying), objectification (of indigenous peoples living on the land and of the land itself), and dissection and 
extraction. If those investing financially in the physical manufacture of these products did not have their 
understandings of the world dominated by this single epistemology, which views the world as other people as 
nothing more than objects—resources—without any inherent value and their own interests that ought to be 
respected and consulted, it is unlikely that they would continue to invest in these technologies. If folks are 
accustomed to approaching the world with a diversity of epistemologies, open to experiencing things as they are in 
their wholeness and being's multitudinous modes of expression rather than through an egoistic and self-selecting 
lens of ignorance, they are much less likely to come to the conclusion that they ought to rape the planet and enslave 
all living things with labor power to their own perceived (only thanks to their limited framework) material interests. 

However, I could see the claim that Western Science itself is inherently violent (because of the subject/object divide 
it maintains) being sufficiently challenged in a few ways. I am open to these critiques depending on how we are 
defining "Western Science" which seems flexible. First, I am sure many will point to the scientific method itself as 
not being inherently violent, that it is only the corruption of political forces into the fields of science that has caused 
this. I am sure many will point to the oppression the church has delivered to the scientific community historically. I 
could also see this claim be challenged sufficiently by Gaia systems theorists and other such folk who use the 
scientific method in less dogmatic and destructive ways than the dominant corporate and technology-of-war 
institutions. However, this may further prove my point about the violence inherent to, strictly speaking, the 
Scientific Method by itself, considering Gaia Systems theorists focus on complicating and undermining that divide 
in many ways. For example, Dr. Stephan Harding talks about using poetry and respecting one's own feelings and 
subjectivity as valid epistemologies in and of themselves. (Dr. Stephan Harding, 2009). 
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There has been much written in recent years of "Decolonizing Anarchism." I think perhaps one of the foremost 
efforts here must be to hear out anti-colonial and indigenous critiques of "reason" and "science," considering the 
dominance of Atheism and Secular thought I have found common among anarchist thinkers. A discourse of 
liberation that focuses strictly on getting rid of the influence of the State and capitalist Markets in our lives is 
insufficient in my view. I am writing this now because I have noticed a tendency among some folks to go only to 
that point but to avoid a deep critical analysis of themselves and a real willingness to begin the process of 
deconstructing their colonially constructed identity an epistemological framework and yet I find that process to be 
absolutely necessary. If we have been constructed through history up until this point, especially those of you 
assimilated well enough to colonial society to read these words on this paper, to be subjects of an empire, what 
makes us think that just getting rid of the physically occupying forces (especially if we are them) would be sufficient 
for us to truly get free? 

In order to decolonize, we must recognize the violent imposition of the dominant Western epistemologies into our 
lives and lineages, our ways of being and knowing otherwise, and begin to deconstruct the conditioning wrought by 
that imposition. Education has played a crucial role in the imposition of dominant Western epistemologies in our 
lives and those of our ancestors. I maintain that the best way to do this would be to abolish education, not to 
attempt to format it in some way that attempts to allow for greater degrees of guided exploration of a broad variety 
of epistemological frameworks and ways of being. I argue that this is the case because the best way for people to 
learn is to live and to do and to act, not to operate in some necessarily abstracted space or process called education. 
So, we must recognize the role that education has played in the forced and violent occupation of our knowledge 
systems, reject its influence, and begin to explore learning and life free from the bondages of education. 

EDUCATION MUST BE ABOLISHED! 
 Education must be abolished. For the sake of all human and non-human animal liberation and the ending of all 
oppressions, education must be abolished. For the sake of the health of planet Earth—and soon to be the solar 
system, galaxy, universe and multiverse(s), and all forms of existence—Education must be abolished. Many may tell 
you that if you are truly concerned with all those things just mentioned, education ought to be expanded and 
invested in more (in some cases while being fundamentally reformed), but certainly not abolished! "Why!" they 
might say "that would bring us back into the Stone Age in no time!"  

Well, maybe we would go back to the Stone Age without education. Not quite sure what exactly this Stone Age of a 
particular popular imagination actually entails, but I get the idea that it is positioned somewhere toward the 
beginning or before the beginning of this mythical linear history of human "progress" very much a part of dominant 
narratives of colonization. I suspect this imagined idea of the Stone Age is extremely ignorant. One of the common 
reactions I hear from folks when talking about decolonization is along the lines of "why would we want to go back? 
Even if that were possible...?" My response is usually along the lines that I am not speaking of going back in time, of 
time traveling, and I have all sorts of questions regarding the world that folks are imagining in this idea of "before" 
or of "going back." I often get responses talking about the patriarchy and oppressiveness of indigenous societies 
along with a whole host of other imagined aspects of non-colonial existence. I maintain these depictions are mostly 
if not all entirely false or at the least completely distorted thanks to the self-justifying lenses of colonizers. A key 
process at work in these distortions and falsehoods is that of Orientalism6. 

                                                             
6 Orientalism is a concept first popularized by Edward Said in Orientalism (1978). It is a process where people of "the West" have been 
taught everything they need to know about all peoples of the "Orient," which conflates all non-Western peoples, including non-assimilated 
indigenous peoples of North America, into a single identity category of Other. Orientalism identifies all Others as essentially inferior and 
dangerous. It does this through constructing their identities—e.g. through popular accounts, stories, and Hollywood movies—in such a way 
that claims those of a Western identity can know all they ever need to about these Other people (i.e. they are inferior and dangerous), all 
without ever getting to know any of these folks directly themselves. For a video introduction to Orientalism, see the four-part video "On 
Orientalism-Edward Said": http://youtu.be/xwCOSkXR_Cw 
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Much of what is imagined about pre or non-colonial societies, from the dominant perspectives of settler populations 
is some terrible world shaped by ignorance and superstition7: darkness, suffering, high rates of infant mortality, this 
most-dreaded disease called illiteracy, and generally living at the mercy of Nature, who is often depicted as and even 
openly called a "B!%*#", as in the common expression "Mother Nature is a B!%*#" of one particular patriarchal 
colonial society based on the rape of the land.8 All of these things that "we" suffered from for millennia until the 
great advent of modern discoveries and breakthroughs in science and Western Medicine, all these great, liberating, 
progressive inventions and discoveries that pretty much began with the Enwhitenment. In order to continue to pass 
down this crucial knowledge that us enwhitened humans have gained through centuries of progress, we must have a 
proper system of education. A much different imperative arises if we do not value as true, useful or desireable the 
violent imposition of colonizer epistemologies into our lifeways. 

Once we recognize that all of these things considered “progress” (e.g. iPhones, space ships, hand sanitizer, 
genetically spliced organisms, or even critical pedagogy to name a few) are only “progressive” within a particular 
framing and only progressive toward something that might be considered desirable within an even narrower 
framing. Granted, I would group critical pedagogy into a much different and more benevolent category than 
genetically spliced organisms, I nonetheless only consider it progressive toward something desirable if it is assisting 
in the ultimate abolition of education (which, I am sure, it is doing to a good degree). However, the idea of a new 
society with a new education system that utilizes critical (or any other “liberatory” pedagogies) I feel would be 
lacking a necessary appreciation for the inherent learning capacity of culture and attempting too much to control its 
populace toward living liberation in some particular way which has been constructed in the context of colonized 
society. To avoid granting unnecessarily longer life to harmful colonial assumptions and worldviews into the lived 
experiences of tomorrow’s beings, let us work together toward the soonest possible abolition of education in its 
entirety. 
 

What do you mean by 'Education'? 

Education is any concept of learning that assumes the authority to make somebody become something in 
particular—even if that something in particular is a liberally educated person who had a lot of agency in their 
particular path within the framework of education—and assumes they are insufficient without it; it is any institution 
of learning or process of instruction with a teleology that precludes the will and self-determination of the person or 
people being educated. Education is learning constrained by a coercive process. In an essay titled "Education and 
Culture," Leo Tolstoy writes: 

...Culture in general is to be understood as the consequence of all those influences which life exerts on man 
[sic]...Education is the action of one man upon another for the purpose of making the person under 
education acquire certain moral habits... 

Instruction is the transmission of one man's [sic] information to another (one may instruct in the game of 
chess, history, in the shoemaker's art). Teaching, a shade of instruction, is the action of one man [sic] upon 
another for the purpose of making the pupil acquire certain physical habits (one teaches how to sing, do 
carpentry, dance, row, declaim). Instruction and teaching are the means of culture, when they are free, and 
means of education, when the teaching is forced upon the pupil, and when the instruction is exclusive, this is, 

                                                             
7 While this claim and the following description comes mostly from memories of various conversations with folks on this subject, a good 
author to consult for this sort of bigotry is Mario Vargas Llossa, especially see "Questions of Conquest: What Columbus wrought, and what 
he did not" (1990). http://harpers.org/archive/1990/12/0007669  
8 Much work has been done looking at the connection between violence against indigenous women and women of color and violence against 
Mother Earth. It seems obvious enough that the two are connected, when we consider the traditional lifeways of so many indigenous peoples 
and the need for them to continue to have children in order to continue to exist and to continue to live with and defend the planet. Native 
peoples continuing to have children, especially if they are not completely assimilated to dominant Neoliberal (un)life ways, is a direct threat 
to the processes of resource extraction on which kkkapitalism is based. See Andrea Smith - "Hetero Patriarchy, A Building Block of Empire." 
http://www.solidarity-us.org/node/736 ; Maria Lugones - "The Coloniality of Gender." 
http://www.jhfc.duke.edu/wko/dossiers/1.3/documents/LugonesWKO2.2_000.pdf ; Anne Walters (2003). "Introduction: Special Issue on 
'Native American Women, Feminism, and Indigenism'" http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/hyp/summary/v018/18.2waters01.html.  
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when only those subjects are taught which the educator regards as necessary. The truth presents itself 
clearly and instinctively to everybody. however much we may try to weld what is disconnected, and to 
subdivide what is inseparable, and to subordinate thought to the existing order of things—truth is apparent. 

Education is a compulsory, forceful action of one person upon another for the purpose of forming a man such 
as will appear to us to be good; but culture is the free relation of people, having for its basis the need of one 
man [sic] to acquire knowledge, and of the other to impart that which he has acquired. Instruction, 
Unterricht, is a means of both culture and education. The difference between culture and education lies only 
in the compulsion, which education deems itself the right to exert. Education is culture under restraint. 
Culture is free (excerpted from Hern, 2011, p5). 

I am in agreement with Tolstoy's assessment of the definition of education here even if I remain ambivalent or 
skeptical of "teaching."9 The distinguishing factor between education and any other form of learning is coercion. 
Another defining factor that I will add is that education makes a distinction between learning happening under its 
own auspices and the learning that otherwise happens as a natural part of life; education implies that some structure 
is necessary beyond what would otherwise be provided in the process of living and finding one's path in life and in 
one's own community, with the everyday support of other community members and as a fully participating member 
of that community, instead it claims that an educational institution and trained educators are necessary. This is also 
something peculiar about education, it produces educated people as well as people who begin to identify themselves 
as educators—a label which implies they have some knowledge to share with folks that is somehow distinct and 
more valuable than that of any other person in the community. Indeed, I would agree with the assessment that those 
who have been educated to be educators have something distinct to offer: the reification of the concept of education 
through their self labeling and their practice. I part ways however, in considering this a good thing.  

On the Dominant History of Education in Amerikkka 

In today's society, school is sometimes spoken about as a necessity for a happy life and as an inherent good. 
The concept of education is thought to be synonymous with learning, and separates those who are 
knowledgeable from those who are deficient. This is true even in radical pedagogy circles, where education is 
portrayed as a universal need and a means of liberation. 

Only at the edges of radical movements are people calling the very concept of education into question, 
creating a culture of school resistance they say rejects the commodification of education and its connections 
to state building, and even genocide. 

“Education is a concept that co-evolved with capitalist society, which has long been known by dissenters to be 
a tool for streamlining capital accumulation, with classrooms that resemble factory floors, and bells that 
mirror the break-time whistles,” says University of Victoria professor Jason Price. In his book In Lieu of 
Education, Ivan Illich pointed out that the word “education” only appeared in the English language in 1530, 
at which time it was a radical idea and a novelty. 
—From Carla Bergman and Mike Jo Brownlee’s “Solidarities of Resistance: Liberation from Education”  
                  (originally published in The Dominion: News from the Grassroots) 

                                                             
9 Although we diverge on our use of the term education (yet this particular usage nonetheless resonates with the essence of my argument for 
abolishing education), the following, from Vinoba Bhave's The Intimate and the Ultimate explains:  

An interesting light is cast on the Indian attitude to education by the fact that in all fourteen languages of India there is no root word 
corresponding to English "teach." We can learn, we can help others to learn, but we cannot "teach." The use of two distinct words, "teach" 
and "learn," suggests that these two processes may be thought of as independent of one another. But that is merely the professional vanity of 
the "teacher," and we shall not understand the nature of education unless we rid ourselves of that vanity. 
  Our first task is to realize that an "uneducated" human being is nowhere to be found. But today, all too often, an ordinary schoolboy 
treats a first-class carpenter as if he were an ignorant boor. The carpenter may be a man of maturity and experience, a wise and skilled 
workman, who is of real service to his community. But simply because he cannot read or write, the "educated" boy treats him as an inferior. 
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Surely many folks in progressive Colleges of Education are likely to be familiar with the wretched and terrible 
histories of how Education has been used in the Amerikkka10 to serve the interests of Empire, Colonization and 
White Supremacy. For the general readership though, a brief overview of this history is worth presenting. 

The history of education in the US is one of a group of influential white folks attempting to indoctrinate their newly 
claimed citizenry (or sometimes those they claim as subjects but deny citizenship to) into ways of thinking 
compatible with their plans. It is also a history of the inevitable resistances spawned from those attempts at 
indoctrination and assimilation, yet I maintain that the history of resistance to education is evidence as to why it 
should be abolished and should not be presented as evidence for the usefulness, goodness or potential of education. 
This is important because resistance to the dominant plans for education that did not seek to abolish it, or live The 
following quote, from the beginning of Carl Kaestle's Pillars of the Republic explains: 

The nation's Founding Fathers knew from classical political theory that the most stable governments 
combined elements of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. But Americans had expelled monarchy, and 
revolutionary leaders stood firm against the creation of a formal American aristocracy. How, then, were they 
to escape the degeneration into anarchy that they believed was the inevitable fate of pure democracies? They 
pinned their hopes on the creation of a republic, a representative form of government in which the general 
will would be refined and articulated by the best men. Here again, though, classical theory and much 
contemporary opinion warned them that republican government would not work in a country as large as 
America, especially with its well-defined sections and heterogeneous population. [...] Political theorists and 
policy makers were therefore concerned not only with protecting liberty, for which the Revolution had been 
fought, but also with maintaining order, without which all might be lost. Education could play an important 
role in reconciling freedom and order. A sound education system would prepare men to vote intelligently 
and prepare women to train their sons properly. Moral training based on the Protestant Bible would produce 
virtuous, well-behaved citizens. Not just the three R's but "an acquaintance with ethics and with the general 
principles of law, commerce, money and government is necessary for the yeomanry of a republican state," 
said Noah Webster (Kaestle, 1983, p5). 

The above quote explains a lot regarding the history of education in the US. It is an extremely twisted notion of 
freedom that suggests freedom and order must be reconciled by means of indoctrination and homogenization. 
However, this all makes perfect sense and is not contradictory within its own logic if we understand the founding 
fathers to have had a strictly White Supremacist notion of freedom and order, where freedom is the freedom of 
White Men to dominate and order is defined by a White Man leading as a result of being the "peak of evolution and 
progress" and all that Nazi shit. With this logic, it is not inconsistent to think that people must be 
educated/assimilated to certain ways of thinking and being in order to truly be free. It is also revealing that these 
people feared anarchy so much, which simply translates to "no rulers." One would think this notion would resonate 
with these people, who just fought to liberate themselves from monarchical rule. Yet it is clear from these passages, 
and their utter failure to end the institution of slavery and cease the genocide against indigenous peoples as part of 
their own revolution, that the Founding Fathers of Amerikkka had no interest in ending oppression, but rather that 
they wanted to keep the overall White Supremacist colonial hierarchy in place, while ceasing to pay taxes to the old 
empire.  

I would think that "virtuous, well-behaved citizens" are the exact opposite of what one would want for a population 
impervious to tyranny if virtuous and well-behaved means unconditional deference to authority figures and hard-
working without questioning what one is working toward. In the context of the advent of education in Amerikkka, 
that is exactly what it means: 

Morality was the most important goal of common education, and it promised many benefits. Among those 
most often cited were good work habits, deference to adults, restraint from vicious and debilitating habits, a 
reduction of crime, and the protection of property (Kaestle, 1983, p96). 

                                                             
10 This spelling is to reflect the white supremacist nature of the U.S. If, for whatever reason, you need a further explanation of the concept 
that the U.S. is such a thing, a good place to start is Andrea Smith’s “Hetero Patriarchy, A Building Block of Empire” http://www.solidarity-
us.org/node/736 ; also see http://allpowertothepositive.blogspot.com/ and http://allpowertothepositive.info/ for more on this concept 
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It is awfully dubious that any education aiming to promote liberty would succeed with such a strong focus on 
subservience to this particular morality, unless of course we are talking purely about the liberty of the market and 
state to control the populace and not the liberty of peoples and planet.  I think it is clear enough that the intention of 
education at its founding in the US was not to promote liberty in general but to continue to shape people's lives and 
thinking in accordance with the plans of those designing it. Here we have a key passage from Harry Warfel's Noah 
Webster: Schoolmaster to America identifying the linkage between education in Amerikkka and the birth of 
"American exceptionalism"11: 

[Noah] Webster believed his great gift to America was his successful fostering of a consciousness of 
nationality. Every school child who used his books felt that America was a unique land, capable of going its 
own way and of achieving primacy among nations. This idea Webster stressed in his lectures and other 
books, and it is true that he did more than any other man to unify America (Warfel, 1936, p94). 

It seems difficult and unnecessary to prove malicious intent on behalf of Noah Webster or any of these other 
colonizers. I believe it is more likely a story if we conclude that Noah Webster had genuine intentions of expanding 
freedom, liberty and justice for all through his work in education. It is simply that he had a very particular notion of 
what those all meant in practice—i.e. to speak, read and write English well, to study the protestant bible, have a strong 
work ethic...—and wanted to universalize access to those traits he found necessary for True Freedom, True Liberty, and True 
Justice. Fucking Nazi. 

How education has played out so far in U.S. history is very tragic.  In Joel Spring's Deculturalization and the Struggle 
for Equality: A Brief History of the Education of Dominated Cultures in the United States, he tells us of the ways in which 
various peoples have been educated. He begins with the deculturalization schemes against native peoples which 
were directly connected to U.S. government plans to acquire their ancestral lands: 

The easiest route to acquiring their lands was to purchase them through treaties [...] 
For Jefferson, the solution to breaking down resistance to selling land involved transforming Native 
Americans into yeoman farmers12 who, living on farms and no longer dependent on hunting, would not need 
vast tracts of wilderness for hunting... 
As did many other European Americans, Jefferson believed it was important to teach Indians a desire for the 
accumulation of property to extinguish the cultural practice of sharing (Spring, 2001, p12-5). 

Recalling Tosltoy's claims about culture vs. education, the description of the process of assimilation of Native 
peoples into the capitalist economy of the colonizers as one of deculturalization is particularly suiting. And this 
process of deculturalization of indigenous peoples was in fact one of education: 

Thomas McKenney, the first head of the Office of Indian Affairs, targeted the Five Civilized tribes for the 
process of deculturalization. He believed in the power of schooling13 to culturally transform Native 

                                                             
11 American exceptionalism is the idea that the United States is an exceptional country, that it has a special mission to deliver liberty and 
democracy to the world, with the underlying assumption that it is always at the forefront of the manifestation of these concepts, the freest and 
best country in the world. The narrative of exceptionalism is particularly useful in Amerikkka's practice of conquering the globe, committing 
genocide on indigenous peoples everywhere, and colonizing all lands possible in order to suck the lifeblood from the planet using its 
corporations and those of allied NATO countries who help to enforce Amerikkkan Hegemony. See the following wikipedia article for a 
longer explanation and bibliography on the topic of American exceptionalism: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_exceptionalism  
12A brief digression is necessary here to show the hubris behind the belief in the supremacy of European agriculture and colonizers' ignorance 
of Indigenous practices (such as the belief in total reliance on hunting). In an article titled, "Indigenous Science: The Cultivated Landscape of 
Native America," Dennis Martinez claims that native folk were indeed cultivators of the land and, using ecological science, he shows their 
practices to be more sound than modern agricultural methods (Martinez, 2001, p80-91). That didn't stop the colonizers from continuing their 
plans for attempting to force native folks into a mold cast of the white supremacist idols of their hubristic self-images. 
13 While some have attempted to divorce the concepts of schooling and education, wanting to put all of the bad parts of the history of 
education on the term schooling and granting all of the qualities perceived as redeeming and good to the term education, I find it necessary to 
attack the term education as inherently colonial and oppressive and see no use in making a fundamental differentiation between the two 
terms. If we are to really get rid of the oppressive qualities stemming from this concept, the entire thing must go. Schooling is simply the 
process of education; schools are places where education happens. 
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Americans. His opinion reflected the growing conviction among many European Americans that education 
was the key to social control and improvement of society (Spring, 2001, p18). 

After some of the initial attempts to 'civilize' the indigenous populations, the members of the Indian Peace 
Commission claimed they were unsatisfied and in a 1868 report they complain about continuing friction between 
whites and native folks as a result of differences in language and further elaborate on the importance of establishing 
sameness of language: 

Through sameness of language is produced sameness of sentiment and thought; customs and habits are 
moulded [sic] and assimilated in the same way, and thus in process of time the differences producing trouble 
would have been gradually obliterated (Spring, 2001, p27). 

I suppose the commissioners never pondered that the real source of friction could be the fact that they were dead-set 
on the acquisition of Native lands in an absolute war against native peoples and the planet itself. In any case, the 
process of education in order to attain treaties was only very marginally successful,14 much of the landmass of the 
U.S. was acquired through bloodshed.  

The mechanism of choice for educating Native Americans was the boarding school15. Boarding schools removed 
children from their families in order to isolate them from their own languages and customs, to enforce the use of 
English, and teach allegiance to the U.S. government (Spring, 2001, p27-8). Additionally, as a result of the, 
"Instructions to Indian Agents in Regard to Inculcation of Patriotism in Indian Schools," issued by the 1889 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Thomas J Morgan, the flying of the American flag was required at all Indian 
Schools, students were to "be to taught to reverence the flag as a symbol of their nation's power and protection," 
they were to be taught American history and the principles of the U.S. government, and even patriotic songs 
(Spring, 2001, p29). Also of importance to note is the celebration of U.S. holidays in boarding schools, especially the 
forced celebration of the anniversary of the Dawes bill, which forced the breakup of Indigenous community lands 
into parcels (Spring, 2001, 29-30). This is particularly disturbing for me, a forced celebration of the violent breakup 
of structures that allowed for people to practice sharing and the forced imposition of structures that urge people to 
hoarde and participate in capitalism. While Spring does a great job of covering the ideology and policy side of 
boarding schools, Andrea Smith16 details the horrors of forced child labor, sexual abuse, and unmarked graveyards 
(among other human rights abuses and crimes against humanity) prevalent among boarding schools—all important 
stuff to acknowledge in recognizing what was actually involved in enforcing those policies on a human level. 

The denial of access to Education helps us to complicate the claim that education is a tool of domination. 
Particularly telling is the history of education around slavery. It was illegal to educate slaves in slave states and 
education was nonetheless unequal in Free states (Spring, 2001, 45). Spring shows the battle for education for 
African Americans as between the segregated industrial education advocated by Booker T. Washington and 
integrated education advocated by W.E.B. Du Bois, with the former essentially conceding to an indefinitely 
subjugated role for African Americans and the latter as demanding that they be discontent with a subjugated role 
and demand equality in schooling and an end to segregation (Spring, 2001, 48-51). So even while we look at 
education as a mechanism of domination, it is important to recognize that once a system of education is in place 
which delimits access to resources according to peoples' relationship to it, denial of education also has its costs and 
ways of more deeply subjugating those whom do not receive it. However, this is only true if there are no autonomous 

                                                             
14 See Ward Churchill's "I am Indigenist" (2001), where he claims that up to one-third of the continental United States rests on unceded (i.e. 
the "treaties" Jefferson aimed to get signed through the process of deculturalization/education were seldom ever signed by native peoples) 
http://www.zcommunications.org/i-am-indigenist-by-ward-churchill. For an explanation of the illegality of Vancouver B.C. and a history of 
militant indigenous resistance against the colonization of ancestral lands in unceded Coastal Salish territory (what some call Western 
Washington, and much of the West Coast of what some call Canada), see "War on the Coast" from Warrior Publishcations, 2006 http://anti-
politics.net/distro/2009/waroncoast-read.pdf  
15 For a good online resource for researching boarding schools, see the Indian Boarding Schools Wikis at: 
http://www.thefullwiki.org/Indian_boarding_school  
16 For a piece of Smith's writing on boarding schools see: "Soul Wound: The Legacy of Native American Schools" - 

http://www.racismagainstindians.org/AcademicPapers/SoulWound.htm  
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alternatives for livelihood to the Job Market. For either way, everyone who must go through the education system 
in order to maintain their livelihood within a given territory of land, is ultimately in a subjugated role. 

In one of the final sections of Deculturalization on "Latino Americans," Spring provides us with a general list of 
methods used in the process of deculturalization, "1. Segregating and isolation 2. Forced change of language 3. 
Content of curriculum reflects culture of dominant group 4. Content of textbooks reflects culture of dominant group 
5. Dominated groups are not allowed to express their culture and religion 6. Use of teachers from dominant group" 
(Spring, 2001, 90). Spring adds that "These methods of deculturalization were accompanied by programs of 
Americanization" which included, among other things, replacing local heroes with those of U.S. history (Spring, 
2001, 90).  

While those with distinct cultures and those considered non-white certainly got the worst end of education, it 
nonetheless maintained a coercive purpose for white children as well. The following, from Pillars of the Republic, 
explains: 

In an essay on common-school education written in 1786 [Benjamin Rush writes:] 
In the education of youth, let the authority of our masters be as absolute as possible.... By this mode of 
education we prepare our youth for the subordination of laws and thereby qualify them for becoming good 
citizens of the republic. I am satisfied that the most useful citizens have been formed from those youth who 
have never known or felt their own wills till they were one and twenty years of age (Kaestle, 1983, 7). 

These ideas would require increased state control over child-rearing for their implementation: 

School reformers argued the precedence of state responsibility over traditional parental responsibility for 
education. Hiram Barney, Ohio's school commissioner in 1854, wrote that "for educational purposes, the 
State may with propriety be regarded as one great School District, and the population as constituting but 
one family, charged with the parental duty of educating all its youth." The Wisconsin Teachers' Association 
declared in 1865 that "children are the property of the state," an argument heard in favor of more state 
activity in common schooling" (Kaestle, 1983, 158). 

The power of voice was taken away from children from the beginning of the common school (which would come to 
be the public school): 

School officials urged parents not to believe their child's version of classroom incidents because children 
were biased and given to lying. In various reports, children were characterized as "prejudiced witnesses" 
with "groundless complaints" and "improbable stories" about what goes on in school. If parents wanted the 
straight story, they were to come to school and get it from the teacher. School committees emphasized the 
teacher's authority was crucial and therefore must under no circumstances be challenged (Kaestle,1983, 159). 

However, parents would not give up control of their children without a fight, many of them complained of the 
unconstitutionality of it all, they tried to get the teacher's they liked in place through various methods, and they on 
many occasions teams of parents would stop their children from going to school if they didn't like the way things 
were going (Kaestle, 1983,159-60). In some cases parents assaulted teachers or even had them arrested and brought 
before the magistrate in response to poor treatment their children were receiving (Kastle, 1983, 160). In the end 
though, 

The trade-off was made. The state successfully exerted its right to discipline all children in values that 
served the necessities of the school but also served social leaders' notions of appropriate adult behavior and 
parents' notions of appropriate childhood behavior. Parents' acquiescence in the loss of control and 
involvement in schooling was often reluctant, but ultimately it was insured by the schools' promise to confer 
opportunity and status. It was sweetened by some shared goals, chiefly literacy and character building. 
School discipline offered something to everyone in a time of rapid change: obedient children for anxious 
parents, malleable students for efficient schools, productive workers for the emerging capitalist economy, 
and acquiescent citizens for the frail republic (Kaestle, 1983, 160-1). 
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And so came to be the School. It was to tame and educate children and prepare them to live and work in the new 
republic with its capitalist economy. As the above states, it was seemingly a winning situation for everyone, except 
for the youth, the non-human animal populations, plant populations and the planet itself. No room was made for 
education to facilitate any visions of society contrary to that of capitalism and systemic planetary rape and societal 
stratification upon which the entire system of education is premised. 

On the Dominant Plans for Education 

The "doctrine of original sin" taught people to understand that they were born without grace, and that without 
grace they could not acquire eternal salvation. The "law of scarcity" teaches people to understand themselves 
as having been born without use-value17. Without use-value, I have nothing to exchange on the market. 
Therefore, I have no means for satisfying my wants or achieving salvation in the secular world of a market 
society. In my raw state, like any resource, I possess no use-value. Also like any resource, however, I can be 
subjected to processes designed to make me useful. Again, however, the means for developing my use-value 
are scarce... 

Two major features of the market society's evolution contributed heavily to the growing efficacy of schooling 
as a ritual of enforcement. First, and most obviously, the market began requiring educational credentials 
(diplomas, degrees, and certificates—testimonials to the degree to which a person's use-value had been 
developed) as a precondition of employment. To the degree that the market literally became people's only 
means for satisfying their wants and needs, these formal job requirements made compulsory school laws 
somewhat obsolete. Because the market itself began requiring participation in the ritual of schooling as a 
condition of employment, the connection between the compulsory nature of schooling, the state, and the law 
became less discernable. As a consequence, school could become viewed less in terms of being an institution 
that the state forced people to attend, and more in terms of an "opportunity" and, later, a "right" that the state 
granted to individuals, enabling them to meet the demands of the market.  
                —David A. Gabbard, 2003, p65-6 ("Education Is Enforcement") 

[I]n today’s economy, companies are making decisions about where to locate and who to hire based on a few 
key factors.  [...] most of all, the single most important thing companies are looking for are highly skilled, 
highly educated workers.  (Applause.)  That's what they’re looking for.  More than ever before, companies 
hire where the talent is.  

Now, I want all the young people here to listen, because over the next 10 years, nearly half of all new jobs are 
going to require a level of education that goes beyond a high school degree.  So, first of all, you can’t drop 
out.  You can’t even think about dropping out.  (Applause.)  You can’t even think about dropping out.  But it’s 
not going to be enough just to graduate from high school.  You’re going to need some additional education.  
And a good education equals a good job. 
                 —Barack Obama on Education at Miami Central High School 03/04/2011 

This seems to be fairly common thinking. The purpose of education is to get a good job. I recall from high school 
being shown graphs representing how much money we would make as high school graduates compared to as 
dropouts (and other plots for how much we would make with college degrees). Apparently we were already 
supposed to have decided that making money was more important than anything else we could do with our own 
time and life energy and accept and embrace the fact that school was preparation for the job market.  

                                                             
17 Use value is what any given thing (or person for that matter) can be used for. Thus the claim of this excerpt is that market societies teach us 
that we have no use value whatsoever without having undergone the process of education (i.e. we are useless to society without education). 
From the view of the market, any given human has both use value and exchange value. The use value is what they can actually do, which can 
only be verified with respect to educational certificates. The exchange value of a perosn's labor is determined based on the supply of people 
who can do that thing and how much that thing is needed to be done (e.g. supply and demand). See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_value 
and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exchange_value 
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But who designs this thing called the job-market? Who has the power to create jobs and who is left to find their 
way of life according on the pathways created for them? Do we vote on it? Participate directly in the conversations 
that determine the job market according to community will in any way? Is there any democratic part of the process? 
These questions (and their answers) highlight the fundamentally undemocratic and completely capital-driven nature 
of the "good education equals a good job" line of thinking. It is important to point out here that there is not 
necessarily a problem with the idea of having learning communities that give people the opportunities and resources 
they need to learn how they are going to get along in the world, the problem is with this particular model that has 
already determined a small number of options for them and seeks to prepare them for one of those. 

Equally if not more important of a question to ask as to who designs this thing called the job market, is what does 
the overall design of it appear to be doing? Once we begin to get the general shape of the job-market and the whole 
global machinery of extraction that the entire thing that money-based subsistence puts us into, we should quickly be 
led to a direct reversal of the dominant moral thinking regarding what it means to have a job or not. Since the vast 
majority of public and private spending is aimed at war and “resource” extraction, which is leading inevitably to a 
more and more unlivable planet, we should understand it as immoral to work a job; we should recognize it as 
ethically atrocious to have our subsistence based on money. However, it is not all our fault if we are currently living 
day to day in this manner. We didn’t come up with the idea of maintaining a subsistence based on subservience to 
this “job market” all on our own. We have all been educated to understand money-based subsistence as the only 
viable option, even legally sanctioned money-based subsistence as the only viable option. Those who have not been 
properly assimilated to this assumption are much more likely to be in prison, dead, or otherwise invisibilized (such 
as in the previous statement) by the all consuming and self destructive narrative that money is the only path to 
survival. 

Many theorists have pondered the capitalist ends which education reproduces in society. In 1971, Luis Althusser 
wrote "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes Towards an Investigation)" where he outs the school as a 
mechanism for continually recreating and maintaining the relations of production (i.e. social classes). In "Unequal 
Education and the Reproduction of the Social Division of Labor," Samuel Bowles seems to have taken up this 
investigation and shows with data (high school and college graduation rates of different populations and subsequent 
income) that indeed, unequal education is serving to maintain class inequalities in the U.S. (Bowles, 1975, 48-51). 
For those looking to reform education, Bowles offers the following advice: 

Efforts to equalize education through changes in government policy will at best scratch the surface of 
inequality. For much of the inequality in American education has its origin outside the limited sphere of state 
power, in the hierarchy of work relations and the associated differences in class culture. As long as jobs are 
defined so that some have power over many and others have power over none—as long as the social division 
of labor persists—educational inequality will be built into society in the United States (Bowles, 1975, 66). 

In "Forms of Capital," Pierre Bourdieu writes, "As an instrument of reproduction capable of disguising its own 
function, the scope of the educational system tends to increase, and together with this increase is the unification of 
the market in social qualifications which gives rights to occupy rare positions" (Bourdieu, 1986, 26). Thus education 
is able to continue serving to maintain societal inequalities, since its function of doing so is relatively hidden, and 
people will nonetheless continue to demand "more education!" while believing that education is the key to salvation 
when it is actually a massive barrier made to grow by people's belief in the legitimacy of the higher social standing 
of educated people. However, simply focusing on the social divisions, among humans, perpetuated by education is 
not enough. We must also look to the divisions education creates between humans and the rest of existence, i.e. the 
earth. 

Education in the context of development helps us to understand more vividly its colonialist, imperialist, 
environmentally destructive and rapacious nature.  In a piece titled "Liberalisation of Public Sector Education to 
Meet Market Demand and Technological Change," Anuwar Ali writes about the encouragement of "a culture of 
excellence" (163), "Human Resource Development" (worker training) (Ali, 1986,164), and in general of tailoring the 
Malaysian education system to the demands of economic growth: 
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Therefore, efforts in liberalising [sic] public sector education to meet the demands set by the country's rapid 
progress as seen above will hopefully produce not only manpower that is knowledgeable, highly skilled and 
computer literate, but also imbued with discipline, high moral values and good work ethics (Ali, 1986,170-1). 

So, education in the context of development must train people to produce and utilize all of the unquestioningly 
wonderful technological advances brought about thanks to ‘civilization’ and human ‘progress.’ But anyone who 
understands anything about modern technologies will know that all of the raw materials for this stuff must come 
from the earth itself. This is not to say that it is inherently and always bad to take these things from the planet, I 
personally don’t know because I don’t know how to talk to communicate with the earth. However, I think it is clear 
enough that the brutal and genocidal wars against the existence of indigenous peoples residing on this planet and 
against the planet itself, which we actually do need to be in a good state if we want to live, is unquestionable. With 
current trends in global neoliberal capitalist education, more standardized testing, further integration of all peoples 
into the economy of perpetual war and occupation18 (eventually leading colonizers to Mars and beyond if possible19), 
it is not apparent where those controlling markets through capital investment and dictating educational policy 
through institutions like the IMF, World Bank and national governments see the limits of the earth (or even the 
universe for the matter) in supporting their consumption habits of resource extraction and market expansion. It 
seems rather inevitable that the continued expansion of the market into more and more spaces will contribute to 
more and more genocide and environmental destruction20 until none are left living and the calculating unlife of the 
unholy market rules supreme.21 

In response to the sort of growth-led development work solidified through imperialist education David Loy has 
written an article titled "The Poverty of Development: Buddhist reflections." In the article he claims that current 
development strategies will never succeed at eliminating poverty or suffering because they are not informed by a 
proper understanding of their causes. He says that according to the accepted development model, poverty is the 
"'normal' condition of undeveloped peoples" and he counters this by drawing attention to relatively recent 
‘discoveries’ that early hunter-gatherers "survived quite well on a few hours of work a day, with a diet more 
nutritious and varied than the farming settlements that supplanted them" and that social classes were a result of 
agricultural societies (Loy, 2001, p10). Then what purpose is development serving? 

Professor Colin Stoneman, an economic statistician at the University of York, concluded that the World 
Bank is an institution ‘whose overall intention, and increasingly effect, is to promote the construction of a 
single world market, substantially on the basis of the present world division of labour . . . [a] role mediated 
through an ideology that is claimed to be a value-free science’ (i.e. economics). Doug Hellinger, a former 
World Bank consultant, makes the same point more cynically: ‘The Bank is saying that to join the world 
economy you have to become more efficient and you have to be able to compete against imports from around 
the world. But the purpose is not to develop Brazil or to develop Ghana. . . . The US is trying to stay 
competitive with Europe and Japan and the Bank is helping to provide the government’s friends in business 

                                                             
18 See the following quote from the “Open Society Institute” 2001 Document titled “Governance for Quality of Education”  
 For many in the region, the stellar accomplishments of the socialist countries in attaining virtually universal adult literacy and gross 
enrollment ratios of around 100% in basic education, without significant gender disparity, and producing a huge share of the world’s 
scientists and engineers, are self-evident and sufficient indicators of the high quality of the education systems of those countries. ECA’s 
education systems were a good fit with planned economies and authoritarian political systems; they are a bad fit with countries aiming to 
have open political systems and to participate in the global economy. For an ECA country to have a high quality education system now 
requires that system to be realigned closely to the needs of a market economy and open society.  
(http://www.soros.org/publications/governance-quality-education, p15) 
19 Indeed, plans are already underway for this these next frontiers of colonization. See “Mars, Exploration, Colonization and Terraforming 
Links” at http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/mars/mars_colonize_terraform.html  
20 For a look at connections between the Structural Adjustment Policies of the IMF and World Bank, intimately connected with the 
imposition of imperialist education as a “human right” into people’s lives, see Thomas Hauschildt 2012 “SAPs and the build up to the 
Rwandan Genocide” http://www.e-ir.info/2012/03/31/saps-and-the-build-up-to-the-rwandan-genocide/  
21 For creative writings and a potentially coming, pending your collaboration, graphic novel and more depicting the vampyric nature of 
capitalists and the overall undead nature of the capitalist machinery and creating a realm where we can figure out how to deal with all of this, 
see "Webs of Samsara: Your Guide to Navigating the Horrors of the Blood Economy" at http://websofsamsara.wordpress.com/  
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with cheap labour, a deregulated atmosphere, and export incentives. It isn’t a development strategy, it’s a 
corporate strategy’ (Loy, 2001, p11). 
 

Loy claims that if development strategies are ever to be successful they must be informed by a proper understanding 
of human happiness and the causes of human suffering. He says that development strategies only have the potential 
of alleviating material poverty in some cases but because of the focus on creating consumer societies they are likely 
to create a worse and much more damaging poverty of a spiritual sort as the result of the expansion of envy and 
miserliness that accompany such strategies (Loy, 2001, p8-9). I think Loy is on point in his assessment, although I 
would push him to more outrightly reject the idea that anyone should be attempting to “alleviate” any form of 
poverty of “undeveloped peoples” in any form whatsoever. 
 
Not only is it useful for us to talk about development because of how education is used within this context, but also 
how the follies of development can expose the follies of education. For example, just as development is an instance of 
the U.S.—through institutions like the IMF and World Bank—imposing its own ideas and standards of “progress” 
and “happiness” on other countries, education is an example of adults imposing their ideas and standards of what is 
important and how to be in the world onto children. I would argue that if this planet is to have any chance of 
surviving in any form that continues to support human life, adults are going to need to let the children take over. 
Most adult minds, at least those who appear to be "in charge," are so colonized at this point that their imaginations 
do not even allow for a world in which our way of life is not dependent on mining and gutting the planet for all 
usable “resources.”  If these adults are continually allowed to spread their ways of thinking to the next generations 
of children through education, then surely we are doomed. 

On the Impossibility of Education Reform for Liberation 
 

Sensibility, ethics, ways of building reality, and selfhood have to be changed by educational means, by a politics of 
reasoned discourse, experimentation and the expectation of repeated failures from which we have to learn, if humanity is 
to achieve the self-consciousness it needs to finally engage in self-management. 
 —Murray Bookchin (1990), Remaking Society, p189 

 
The questions to be addressed now are how this perspective might be translated into educational policy and practice, 
and how might the normative core of anarchist values discussed here be reflected in the content of specific 
educational programs. 
 —Judith Suissa (2006), Anarchism and Education: A Philosophical Perspective, p74 
 

In the following arguments, I detail that the American school system (and really any imposed school 
system) amounts to an incredible crime perpetuated against young people. In the final analysis, I urge 
the young to rebel against the school system and take it down, instituting their own system of learning. 
   I suspect my views and my encouragement to rebellion may constitute a criminal act. I can only hope 
so. In this repressive era, if it isn’t criminal to say it, it isn’t worth saying. 
   Only when the enemy’s entire system is dismantled can we all be truly free. 
   Death to schools! 
 
Freedom, 
 
Sean Swain 
Political Prisoner 
Toledo Correctional 
February 27, 2008 
 —(from the intro of “On the Abolition of Schools” zine by Sean Swain, 2008) 
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Man that school shit is a joke 
The same people who control the school system control 
The prison system, and the whole social system 
Ever since slavery, nawsayin'? 
—Dead Prez “They Schools” 
 
“…it may seem quite reasonable to argue that doing away with schools and formal education altogether would be a 
crucial step towards the creation of an anarchist society…” 
 
 This last piece is also from Judith Suissa’s Anarchism and Education: A Philosophical Perspective. Suissa finishes 
the point by emphasizing that anarchism is ultimately incompatible with libertarian education which includes “in its 
extreme version” the option opt out of the process (of education) all together (Suissa, 2008, p75). It is interesting to 
note that Suissa is currently employed at an educational institution and writing of education policy and of somehow 
wielding education in the service of anarchism whereas Swain is currently behind bars and writing pretty much the 
opposite. That by itself is suspect, however, my concern is compounded upon reading: 

…as evidenced by the sheer volume of anarchist literature devoted to educational issues, and the efforts 
invested by anarchist activists in educational projects, the social anarchists, unlike the earlier theorists, 
seemed to agree that schools, and education in general, are a valuable aspect of the project for social change, 
rather than proposing to do away with them altogether along with the other machinery of state bureaucracy 
(Suissa, 2008, p76). 

 
1) I question the weight of anarchist literature, especially the kind that gets officially published and used in 
academia, in determining the nature of anarchism and opinions of anarchists any more broadly than those directly 
expressing views within said body of literature22 2) I am curious how many of said anarchist ‘educational projects’ 
are self-identified by organizers and participants of them in that way23 3) there should be a distinction between what 
Suissa seems to be advocating, attempting to wield existing institutionalized education through policy change any 
occupying roles in it and the sorts of ‘educational’ projects self organized by folks outside of the dominant 
institutions 4) why should institutions of education, at the very least the ones actually created by the state and 
market for purposes of social control, be spared? 
 
Although I may be misinterpreting Suissa, and Bookchin for that matter, the idea that Suissa has not given much 
space to anyone advocating abolition of education (aside from a mention of Ivan Illich’s ‘learning webs’ and 
‘convivial institutions’, which are for some reason dismissed as lacking an “egalitarian commitment or the working 
out of economic principles”) and seems set on furthering Bookchin’s claim that “sensibility, ethics, ways of building 
reality, and selfhood have to be changed by educational means” urges me to conclude that their notion of what 
education is or could be and my impetus to abolish it are actually coming from very different perspectives and are 
not merely semantic differences. Further evidence for me is Suissa’s uncritical presentation of the La Escuela 
Moderna and Ferrer’s claim that “I will teach them only the simple truth. I will not ram a dogma into their heads. I 
will not conceal from them one iota of fact. I will teach them not what to think but how to think” (Suissa, 2008, p79). 
Is it necessary, or even acceptable for that manner to teach someone how to think? Do people need to be taught to 
be “free thinkers”? This, compounded with a critique of “libertarian education” that does not come off as supportive 
of the idea that student should be able to simply not have to attend if they don’t want to. Perhaps most damning is 
that Suissa seems to support the “traditional models of teacher authority and hierarchical school structure” by way 
of silence after claiming anarchism and libertarian education are not compatible and outlining libertarian education 
as being characterized by total freedom from coercion of the pupil (Suissa, 2008, p75). Ultimately the rationale for 
                                                             
22 It is important to recognize that although many folks, especially youth, do not always frame their resistance to education in terms of 
anarchy or "anarchism," the lack of their voices in developing a stance of "anarchism" on the question of education, simply because they have 
not identified explicitly using the signifier "anarchist" in the process of their resistance is poor solidarity and represents a shallow and narrow 
understanding of anarchism in my view. As an interesting experiment to show how controlled the discourse around abolition of education 
within academia itself is, try searching on a search engine "fuck school," or even "abolish education," in an academic or library database and 
see what respective ratios of positive hits you get. Also for an anarchist argument for the destruction of schooling see: Jan D. Matthews 
"Toward the Destruction of Schooling" (2004): http://zinelibrary.info/files/Towardthedestructionofschooling.pdf  
23 For a start here, we could begin to look to the freeskools project wikispace at http://freeskoolsproject.wikispaces.com/  
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all of this is that human nature is assumed to be neutral and temptable according to context and therefore to ensure 
altruistic people practicing mutual aid we must have good education to ensure the contextual/environmental factor 
is a good influence (Suissa, 2008, p77).  
 
I suspect that continuing to have anything resembling education exist in society in any way is inherently alienating 
to the youth subjected by it and would contribute to a bad context and that in lieu of education what we should 
focus on in attempting to ensure a good context for youth is in weaving a healthy community as a whole. This 
reconciles Suissa’s implicit dichotomy between the individualist (or libertarian) and social anarchist that were 
claimed to be respectively for the abolition of education and the continued existence of it as a part of their anarchist 
strategy. With that false dichotomy taken care of, we should be able to move beyond a rationalization for the 
continued existence of an inherently oppressive concept attempting to be wielded for a better world and all of the 
pitfalls of recreating systems of oppression that come along with it, and onto a more fully liberated society. 
 
I maintain that ultimately education must be abolished if we are to truly be liberated from the scourges of capitalism 
and colonialism and all the other baggage that has come with those processes. Without dismissing the value of folks 
who have brought anti-system, anti hetero-patriarchal-capitalism, liberatory, anti-oppression and liberation oriented 
views and pedagogies into existing programs of education, or new ones carved out in the existing infrastructure 
which, despite their radical departure in pedagogy still rely on inherently oppressive infrastructure, I urge us all to 
understand the deep need to abolish education if we are ever to heal and be free. I do not care to debate the relative 
benefits or drawbacks of previous reforms in education, aside from positing that a stronger and more categorical 
resistance to its initial implementation would have been preferable for reducing unnecessary suffering if at all 
possible (here I honor and admire those who have lost their lives or luxuries in continuing to maintain their 
livelihoods in ways that have completely resisted the influence of schools). The eventual abolition of education then, 
and not any reformed education for/suitable-to a free people is what is sought here (see Solidarities in Occupied 
North America for the beginning of a conversation on how to get from now to there).  

The following lengthy excerpt is taken from Gustavo Esteva and Madhu Suri Prakash's Escaping Education 2nd Ed. 
(2008). The entirety of the section is quoted so nothing is left wondering on the part of the reader regarding Esteva 
and Prakash's positions on various reformers of Educaiton as well as to preserve their rather artful, comedic, and 
polemic form. The first header "Reform, Ravamping, Radicalization," prepares the reader to digest their critiques in 
accord with the argument being made, while the following four headers—"The Crassly Competitive," "Slayers of 
Savage Inequalities," Cultural Literacy Promoters," and "Multicultural Literacies," are the titles they give to each 
"camp" of reformers. In the end, they acknowledge that not all educational reformers will fit neatly into one of these 
four camps, that these are just the "tips of the iceberg" regarding the various educational reformers: 

Reform, Revamping, Radicalization 
 

A common faith connects the radical Left and the conservative Right. It undergirds and overcomes the divide 
of deep differences that they focus upon in their battles with each other within the academy.  

One key element of this common faith, professed assiduously by educators as well as all other 
professionals, is their capacity for solving problems. Problems are part of the human condition and every self-
respecting professional solves some of them. Progress brings new problems and the professions progress by 
solving the problems that progress deposits at the door of humanity. No self-respecting professional abandons 
the faith of the faithful: the profession improves the human condition, preventing stagnation or deterioration. 
The first A profession’s Hippocratic oath becomes both the touchstone and the promise of its modern 
descendants—all of them problem solvers. But even before the era of litigation proliferated by the legal 
profession, professionals have remained leery of promising their clients a rose garden—especially not one that 
would render redundant the professions. 

The common faith shared by professional educators contains many other elements, including a certain 
certainty: education is essential for the survival and flourishing of every culture, past, present, and future. 
There is no exception or qualification to this universal rule. There would and could be no cultural continuity 
or advancement without education. 
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Whatever their political or philosophical orientation, another element which brings all educators under 
the roof of the same professional faith is the certainty that more education is always better than less. The more 
the better is the inexorable law of the professions. 

More of what kind of education? This question, without threatening the common faith, cracks open the 
impossibility of consensus, either about the aims of education or the means that deserve to be called 
“educative” (Dewey 1963). 

What social, personal, and other diseases must be cured by education? What types of well-being are 
sought? And how? Battles between the camps proliferate, with escalating violence and its victims. 
Professionals remain unperturbed; assuring themselves and their clients that competition among them is as 
natural, normal, and healthy as it is in the classroom; or, for that matter, in the world for which the classroom 
must be the best training ground—sorting out the strong from the weak; the lions of the jungle from the 
sacrificial lambs. 

The Crassly Competitive 
Vigor and vitality require competition; profess the promoters of bell curves, standardized tests, and 

other marvelous measures that separate the supermen from the mental midgets. They urge pragmatism and 
practicality; the stuff of the “real world”: the modern or the postmodern jungle, concrete or virtual, where “the 
survival of the fittest”— the ancient, even primordial law—still separates the grain from the chaff; the real 
men from the boys; the strong and able from the weak and disabled; the winners from the losers; the first from 
the last; the successes from the failures who deserve their fate of working for McDonald’s for minimum wage. 

The A's deserve the American dream. The D's and F's demonstrate their incapability of dreaming it. 
Someone has to wash the dishes in every society; fill gasoline; collect garbage; line landfills; clean out toxic 
dumps; spray chemicals; fill up cancer wards . . . 
Dropouts and Ds have earned for such jobs themselves. And the As do deserve to design worlds in which the 
rejects, the second rate, the bottom of the barrel do time at a job rather than filling the jails paid for by the As, 
the Bs and the Cs. The latter work for an honest living, rather than living off the dole; or receiving free food, 
health care, and the other benefits that comes from serving time in jail. 

In the era of globalization those who cannot compete and win deserve to be left behind at the receiving 
end of nuclear waste; of other winners’ waste; slaving on plantations for winners’ fruits that leave workers 
dead or infertile; maquiladoras where workers’ children are born with brains hanging out of malformed skulls. 

That is the real world. Get a real job with education. Or expect to be shipped out—like the other waste 
made by the successfully educated. 

 
Slayers of Savage Inequalities 

Tracing the trajectory of the lives lost in factories, factory farms, and jails—being built faster today than 
classrooms—professional slayers of savage inequalities bring us to the beginning; elementary schools with 
neither heat nor drip-free, dry classrooms; neither computers nor toilet paper . . . But wait. Yes, they do have 
the money to invest in metal detectors needed to find the knives, guns, and other weapons that ‘“dangerous” 
ten- or eleven-year-olds bring to beat out each others’ brains. 

While the victors eat cake . . . swim in heated pools through the cold months of winter... lap up laptops 
with CD-ROMS . . . play Bach; all this complemented with individualized tending all the way to the very top 
of the World Trade Center where the best educators gently—oh, so gently—deliver them that they may finally 
start living “the dream”; charging up the future of the world with wallets full of magic plastic: it opens any 
shut door when the right number and expiration date are punched. 

True, the law of the jungle creates victors. But, they remind us, it also creates unfortunate victims. 
Those victimized by inhumanely competitive races lose their humanity. So, too, do their victimizers. The 
dehumanization of schooling is contrary-to all the highest ideals in the Western tradition of a liberal education. 

A genuinely liberal education dispenses with cutthroat, crass competition: or softens the competitive 
edge so no one bleeds. It teaches respect for the laws, of social justice; replaces the law of the jungle with the 
laws of democratic governance: creates win-win situations in which every man, woman, and child enjoys their 
human rights—including the right to educational equality and excellence. 
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Cultural Literacy Promoters 
Equal opportunity or access to what? The “minimal competencies” needed for the marketplace? Or to the 
fragrant flowers of culture . . . the Great Books of the Western canon . . . with which one can climb to the 
Everests of a liberal education . . . the highest heights of ‘’high culture”?  

The reigning Czars of “high culture” remind the rest that what makes the West supreme is not merely 
its economic and technological superiority or prowess in the Global Economy. Equally worthy of global 
emulation is its great humanistic tradition, traced back to the paideia of Socrates and the other Ancient Greeks. 

The Ancient Greeks were fine . . . but for the fact that they were pagans and had too many imperfect 
gods . . . lotus-eaters, womanizers, and the like. Secular cultural literacy leaves the Religious Right uneasy. 
Believers of the One Best Religion and the One True God agree that cultural literacy is important for 
promoting the One Best System of education, it must, however, be underscored that the “high culture” taught 
by this system does not start with the Iliad and the Odyssey. It begins with the Bible. 
 

Multicultural Literacies 
Raging from within the bastion of professional education, multicultural educators focus on the classroom site 
for suppressing the savage inequalities that leave some individuals more equal than others; and. some cultures 
more excellent than others. The classroom offers the diminutive handheld mirror for studying the sickness of 
the larger society; the global malady. It is the immediate site for transformation; for healing social ills: the 
age-old saga of human oppression . . . five hundred years of colonialism as well as all the earlier modes of 
oppression (particularly of women and slaves) that precede as well as follow it as contemporary 
neocolonialism. Their long sad history of human oppression tells how White Man’s pedagogy maintains his 
supremacy. But White Man has not been the only villain in the Play of Human Evil. Feminists, Gays and 
Lesbians, and the People of Color reveal Brown, Yellow, or Pink villains and victims; each group voicing 
their own narratives of victimization—spanning class, caste, color, age, or sexual orientation/preference. 

Radicalized and reunited under the universal banner of “the pedagogy of the oppressed,” they 
denounce all the reform efforts that give new life to “the pedagogies of the Oppressor.” Instead, they call for 
liberation from all the diverse modes of oppression; for pedagogies and curricula that will break the long, 
tragic, painful history of the “Culture of Silence.” Radical democracy, social justice and liberation, recognizes 
lines of gender, race, color, and sexual orientation, require radical education. Authentic multicultural 
education consciences learners to the language used to justify oppressing the oppressed, rendering transparent 
the categories of the oppressor; “failures,” “Ds and Duds,” ‘“uncivilized,” ‘“pagans,” “underachievers,” 
“underdeveloped” . . . 

Multicultural educators take on today’s burdens of racism, sexism, ageism, classism ...struggling to see 
a million flowers bloom. Emerging from under the weight of the White Man’s burden, the Rainbow Coalition 
points the way towards radical democracy; fully conscious that the United Colors of the Rainbow may not be 
possible. For there is always the brute reality of racism and monoculturalism, summing up multiculturalism as: 
“the label for all those groups who have failed to make it in America" (Gordon and Newfield 1994, 33). 

The supremacists’ arrogance and intolerance must not be succumbed to. Multicultural education must 
continue to wage the battle for difference and diversity in the classroom. Furthermore, education is a basic 
need, necessity, and right. 

These four reformation camps are but rough, broad categories for contemporary professional fix-its. 
They reveal the mere tip of the proverbial iceberg.-There are at least as many cures as there are identified 
educational ills. As with the medical establishment, there is prestige for every new disease discovered and 
treated: community destruction can be cured by communitarian education; low self-esteem can be raised by 
empowering education; racism can be cured by antiracist pedagogies; fragmentation can be fixed by 
interdisciplinary or holistic education; regimentation can be reversed by pedagogies for play; environmental 
damage can be healed by environmental education. . . . 

The required or recommended course readings for these fixes not only nourish the publication industry; 
they fatten the curriculum vitae of every new educational reformer who first identifies the mysterious ill that 
prohibits the desired learning; and then finds a pedagogical and curricular cure for it. Among the vast and 
growing educational reformers, the most respectable are certainly the great masters of alchemy who promise 
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better schools. The most seductive are the popular magicians who promise to make every kitchen into an 
alchemical laboratory. The most sinister are the new masons of the universe who want to transform the entire 
world into one large temple of learning (Illich1977, 72-73 emphasis added). 

To reform or to abandon education? 
That is the question that no respectable professional dares to ask without facing the threat of disrepute. 
Committed professionals cannot confess, even in the privacy of their bedrooms, let alone in the public 

arena, that all the cures concocted by their profession are far, far more terrible than all the different diseases 
they profess to heal. 

Heretics who dare to deprofessionalize themselves must be put to death; or, best yet, either not be 
studied at alt or be studied just enough to merit dismissal with a sound kick in the pants so that students learn 
proper obedience and respect for the professions. 

It is a valuable lesson for learners to see that in the Open Society, serious critics of the professions are 
given enough room to jest, like the professional jesters of the court, in order to be soundly jeered out of the 
critical professional consciousness (Esteva and Prakash 2008, 10-5). 
 

I urge folks to avoid attempting to reform education as part of a project to improve society and limit any 
interactions with it to whatever is deemed necessary for survival and always within a framework of strategy that 
aims at its ultimate abolition. As soon as we recognize that what needs to be reformed about Education is the very 
concept that we should have any preconceived notions of what youth ought to be made in to, a concept inherent to 
the term education itself (i.e. ‘to raise up’ means they must be raised up into something, usually whatever folks doing 
the ‘raising’ consider ‘progress’ to be), we must conclude that it would need to be "reformed" into something that 
could no longer call education by the time we were done with it, if it could really be compatible with anti-
authoritarianism, anarchism, direct democracy, radical democracy24, or a society free from all oppressions. A society 
where the youth are not all free is a society where nobody will ever be free.  

Free U 
Idea of Free U 

Free U is the idea that we can all learn with and from each other everything that we need to know in order to survive 
and thrive as community. 

Free U already exists everywhere all the time inasmuch as the above statement is true. 

Free U is the idea that you are free right now and will continue to be for as long as you know it. 

                                                             
24 On the usage of “radical democracy” see Gustavo Esteva’s “On the Meaning and Scope of the Struggle for Autonomy” 
(www.trinationalcoalition.org/docs/esteva_eng.pdf):  

Expressions that are a contradiction in terms, such as "nuclear protection" or "military intelligence" are presented as descriptions of the 
general spirit, when they are actually a substantive negation of this spirit. "Democratic government" today is not a designation based in 
people's power, but the opposite: a form of domination in which this power is entirely an illusion.  

 The effective practice of radical democracy14  requires that this treatment be dissolved, thus eliminating the contradiction between 
effectiveness and morality that is unresolvable in formal democracy (p11). 

 14. I use the term here to refer to a historical project whose political design is based on people's  
 power--an expression that is actually a translation of the greek word democracy.  In contrast with  
 formal or representative democracy, in which the people formally hold power but do not maintain  
 or exercise it, the political bodies in radical democracy are conceived and operated in such a way that  
 political power can be in the hands of the people (p27, footnote 14). 
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Free U is you living your liberation. 

This idea suggests that the whole concept of education is inherently obsolete and unnecessary. The idea of 
education never was a good idea and never will be, so long as we want to live in a world free from oppression and 
unnecessary suffering. The idea of Free U and Education are not mutually exclusive inasmuch as they can and often 
do both operate at the same time in the physical localities of educated societies, even if the latter is trained to see the 
former as impossible. However, they are antithetical to each other. Education says that education is necessary for 
people to learn what they need to know whereas Free U says that everyone will just learn everything they need and 
want to know by existing in the community of life of the own accord. Once we accept the basic assumption about 
learning presented to us in the idea of Free U, education becomes obsolete, destructive, and oppressive; if we are just 
fine learning and growing ourselves, on the basis of free association rather than compulsion, any idea suggesting we 
must submit to something trying to make us become something in particular is a threat to our freedom and thus a 
threat to the freedom of all societies—even if that something in particular is a critical thinking broadly educated 
individual seen as having the pre-conditions ‘necessary’ to live in someone’s vision of a free society—is jeopardized.  

I already know this will be coming off to many as not sufficient enough of a vision, not sufficient and programmatic 
enough of a plan to justify the abolition of education. The abolition of education is itself justified by educations 
existence, the process by which we reclaim our own lives will never be delivered so easily through a program that 
we can follow but only through our directly democratic self determination, and this is not programmable stuff. 

Occupy Movement as Case Study 

The Occupy Movement thus far, while by no means perfect in its performances, is an incredible and undeniable 
example of Free U at work. Myself and so many who have participated in various aspects of the movement have 
spoken repeatedly about how much we learned through our participation in communities of people struggling for 
freedom together on a constant and intense basis. Much has been learned throughout the country and the world as a 
result of this and none of it had anything to do with school—except perhaps the horrible state of education as a key 
discussion issue and the need to skip classes or disrupt them in order to participate. 

Learning by Example from Wall Street 

So, for a very long time we have been learning from Wall Street in terms of trying to follow this whole “American 
Dream” business, well some of ‘us’ anyways. Many of us have fallen for the false glory and happiness of the dream at 
one point or another, others of us have been completely excluded from the possibility of “living the Dream” since 
before we were ever born—usually because we are a part of the violent mechanisms which allow for the expression 
of the dream for those allowed to sleep through hell. Either way, a lot of ‘education’ happens based purely on the 
structure of society itself. Yet it has been the existence of the dominant education system that has allowed us to 
internalize the messages of domination, of our roles as dominated peoples, to such a great degree that it has seemed 
unquestionable. The more education continues generation to generation it seems the less questionable our role as 
subjugated peoples becomes. Yet so too has increased the levels of alienation from this subjugated role. And once 
enough folks got word that we could do something about it, and we saw for the first time in our generation a whole 
bunch of other folks doing something about it, more and more of us joined in. 

The Occupy Movement sprang into action on September 17th, 2011. It began with a very simple idea: Occupy Wall 
Street. Gather. Create space, take it up, take care of each other, talk about our problems and figure it out together. I 
will briefly run through Free U, or organic, learning experiences as they take place in various categories  

General Assemblies 

General Assemblies are a perfect replacement for a political philosophy class, or any schooling whatsoever for that 
matter. General Assemblies involve everyone in the community getting together to discuss our issues and potential 
plans of action, or in some cases to simply announce them, to everyone convened. General Assemblies over the 
course of the Occupy Movement in the U.S. have given people invaluable experiences with direct democracy and 
consensus decision making that has allowed us to begin to learn what it really feels like to be in charge of our own 
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lives. Even if we end up coming face to face with the police state and it quickly deflates the most idealistic of our 
freedom dreams and attempts to manifest them real time, at least we still know that we are autonomous regardless 
of what the totalitarian forces tell us and free to resist our own domination and complicity in the continued rape of 
the planet and subjugation of peoples around the world on our behalf by those same forces. 

There were many problems with the general assemblies, of course. Of course, all of these problems are much better 
dealt with by actual people actually living them than by someone theorizing them in a classroom at best attempting 
to simulate these sorts of things in abstracted institutions only made possible by the abstraction of value in money 
and the abstraction of thoughts in words and papers. I think what kept me there all the time was the fact that there 
was always a hundred real life real important problems in the community at any given time. Not everyone showed 
up all the time. Many folks did not see the value in them, or were made too uncomfortable by various forms of 
oppression that would manifest themselves within the assemblies. Many people attempted to, or did, turn the 
general assemblies into more legislative bodies generating policy and declarations based on votes that had no 
meaning with no means to enforce them.  

In the general assemblies we all got to talk about why we were there: 

Some thought this was about the banks and campaign finance reform. 

Some thought this was about reform. 

Some thought this was about revolution. 

Some thought this was about community building. 

Some thought this was about proving your political analysis and ego was the sharpest and best around. 

Some thought it was nice to smoke cigarettes during the GA around a bunch of folks. Some though there 
should be a smoking zone. Some thought there shouldn’t be, if people didn’t want smoke they could walk away. 

Some thought this was a protest. 

Some thought this was an occupation. 

Some thought this was too complicated and too frustrating. 

Some thought this was all ridiculous, unnecessarily dangerous and unsafe and useless. 

Some thought this was all pretty damned fine and exciting stuff and we had a good chance at liberation. 

Some still think all of this stuff is great. 

Camps 

Many issues in the camps were not able to be dealt with by means of the general assembly because most full time 
occupiers (i.e. people actually living in the camp) would not actually come to the general assemblies, which soon 
became flooded with part-time folks—most of them older, white and presumably middle class identified—showing 
up to the site of the camp just for the general assemblies and attempting to use the assemblies as modes of 
controlling and dictating what folks living in the camp could or couldn’t, should or shouldn’t do. They were let 
know that that just was not going to work, and most soon respected it. 

Neo Nazis showed up and got dragged out of the camp by anti-fascists who were tackled by Peace and Safety in the 
name of non-violence for dragging Nazis out of the camp. Some thought Nazis deserved free speech and that meant 
they should be allowed to endanger everyone else who was not White or a “race traitor” by their presence being 
allowed. 

There were sexual assaults in the camps and we didn’t know how to deal with it as a community. 
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There was constant substance abuse, from people drinking coffee and eating shitty but free and community 
supported foods, to smoking cigarettes to weed, to alcoholism to people smoking crack and shooting heroine, eating 
mushrooms and doing god knows what other drugs. There were fucking needles lying around that we needed to be 
careful of when cleaning the site. People did not pick up after themselves. There was a perpetually needy and self 
and community abusive population. There were a ton of folks accused of being part of that population, identified as 
“elements corrupting our movement” as “a disease that needed to be cut out” just for having chemical dependency 
issues of less widely socially acceptable varieties. We had agreed officially in a good neighbor policy that we would 
tell everyone they could not use drugs or alcohol on campus. This was difficult to enforce and many people thought 
it was okay to smoke pot and not drink or anything else. Many thought it was okay to do both. Some thought it was 
okay to smoke crack. Some thought it was okay to shoot up. Some though there should just be weed smoking 
allowed but no alcohol on site because one made people docile and the other made people fight each other, which 
was a whole other problem. Some thought there should be a zero tolerance policy and that was the only sensible 
thing to do. Some thought we should not do that just to perform to Some thought we should evict people for using 
drugs. Some took it upon themselves to patrol the site and even snoop into peoples tents and look for people selling 
or using drugs and then try to evict them or ban them.  

Street actions 

This is where we learned we didn’t have rights to protest. Or at least, we didn’t have rights to protest and not get 
maced, beaten with sticks, hit with bicycles, kicked in the stomach and have our recently conceived babies aborted 
by the SPD and have it covered up and invisibilized by local corporate media. 

This is where we learned to be a community in resistance together. This is where we learned we needed to take care 
of each other. This is where a whole hell of a lot of political and interpersonal drama and intrigue started and 
continued well into General Assemblies and informal discussions. 

This is where we learned the contestable nature but otherwise extremely controlled nature of space in the city, and 
the violence backing it up. 

National Gathering and "Vision for a Democratic Future" 

This is where folks got together for a collective visioning process in Philly from June 30th to July 4th, 2012. This 
utilized much of the livestream and other online communications, grassroots media technologies we networked with 
and began to understand since mid September. This is where folks organized a bunch of caravans with buses, cars, 
trucks and trains all around the country to get somethwere and meetup with a bunch of other folks. I did not 
personally attend but I am both inspired by and critical and curious of the document that was produced. I have 
included an excerpt below with the explanation and large section of the vision statements that came from the 
process: 

A Vision for a Democratic Future   (video version) 

On July 4th, 2012, attendees of the first Occupy National Gathering in Philadelphia were invited to participate in a 
collective visioning process which sought to answer the following questions: “What is your vision for a democratic 
future? What does it look like? What does it include?” Over two hundred Occupiers from across the United States took 
part in the process in Philadelphia, and even more participated online. 

During the early days of our movement, many of us arrived at a simple answer to the most commonly asked question 
about our movement: “What is the message?” After participating in a consensus-based general assembly for just a few 
weeks, many of us in Philly came to the conclusion that our process itself was our message. Since we seek a world 
where all voices are heard, all ideas are considered, and all opinions matter, our movement’s direct democratic model is 
more than just a decision-making process: it is a model. “Our process is our message,” became one of our primary 
guiding philosophies, and it deeply influenced the development of both the National Gathering and its visioning process. 

The following document is not a list of demands, or a political platform, or a manifesto. It is merely the first step toward 
developing a collective vision. It is our sincere hope that the on looking world will reflect on this document and look 
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with new eyes for the purpose of our movement. For those who continue to wonder at our message and goals, this list 
provides some guidance. It helps to explain what motivates us, and why we continue to risk our freedom, our health, and 
our personal security in order to assert our rights and work every day toward a better future. It is not intended to 
represent the entire Occupy movement, but it is reflective of a moment in time when people from across the movement 
gathered together to take stock of where we are, where we’ve been, and where we’re going. The list is far from 
complete, but it was created through a participatory, democratic process in which every voice was heard and every idea 
recorded. 

Finally, it is important to remember that participants were asked about “vision,” not strategy or tactics. A vision points to 
the “what,” not the “how.” It is the destination, not the path. In this movement – like many others through history – we 
often declare: “another world is possible.” In the document below, we begin to provide our answers to the obvious 
follow-up question, “but what will this new world look like?” 

-The National Gathering Working Group 

Our Vision 

As determined by those who participated 
In the National Gathering Visioning Process 
On July 4th, 2012 

203 clean water, air, and food 
186 free education for all 
158 no war 
116 sustainable human society 
110 a culture of direct democracy 
108 free universal healthcare 
106 local food production, community gardens, & permaculture agriculture 
104 economic equality 
95 localized economies 
93 a world where basic needs are met 
92 military-industrial complex destroyed; military spending slashed 
85 economic system based not on profits, but mutual aid and meeting all 
human needs 
85 housing for all 
82 workplace democracy and worker-owned co-ops 
79 freedom to live anywhere: no borders, no nations 
77 a collective, horizontal, non-hierarchical society 
73 corporate power and influence rejected 
72 all cultures respected equally 
68 decentralized and de-corporatized media and information, with a free andunregulated internet 
67 people feel empowered, free, and unafraid 
66 restorative justice and rehabilitation, not incarceration 
61 no money in politics 
61 a strong sense of community 
61 no more prison-industrial complex 
60 safety for everyone from domestic violence and fear 
58 free common public spaces 
55 decentralization 
54 anti-capitalism 
53 all human life valued equally 
53 open source technology and skill sharing 
52 healthcare emphasizes preventative and alternative measures 
50 absolute transparency in government policy making 
49 a living wage 
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48 no corporate personhood 
46 100% organic food & agriculture 
44 transparency 
42 all decisions considered for seven generations in the future 
39 peace, nonviolence, no war/death machines; no military; no need for violentconflict or guns 
37 drugs decriminalized 
37 more humanity, compassion, kindness, selflessness 
36 critical thinking in education 

(from: http://www.occupynationalgathering.com/#!/vision-for-democratic-future/ ) 

Free Universe-ity 

The Free UniversEity; Free Univers(e)ity; or Free Univers-ity is a project that some friends and has been being 
worked on in its current form since about April 2012. A website (http://freeuniversEity.wordpress.com/) was 
first created on May 6th, 2012. After attempting to start some sort of Free Skool with some other folks in 
September, 2011 our plans ended up shifting to focus on the "Learning Workgroup" of Occupy/Decolonize Seattle. 
Some of us had met a couple of times with plans to launch a Free School in Seattle (while recognizing the existence 
of Seattle Freeschool— http://seattlefreeschool.org/, and still wanting to create something different, seeing 
that project as manifesting different values and capacities from what most of us were considering). One of the folks 
organizing with us had been in touch with the folks who run The Public School (http://thepublicschool.org/), 
but apparently they were not getting back to them or were unwilling to help setup a section of the website for 
Seattle. By the time we met up next, much had happened with the advent of Occupy/Decolonize Seattle and we thus 
decided to focus energies on manifesting a sort of Free Skool through operating as the Learning Work Group. My 
main task of the learning work group was operating the information table at Seattle Central Community College 
and coordinating information between there and the white board and people involved with the Learning Tent25. 
Once we no longer had a camp, it was time to attempt to get another freeskool effort of some sort going. That is 
where Free Universe-ity eventually came in. 

I have been working on the project with a big group of other folks, but mainly have bottom-lined the maintenance of 
the website myself since its creation (with one other person working on it with me in the past).The following is 
excerpted from the About section of the FreeUniverse-ity website: 

About  

[NOTE: THIS SECTION OF THE WEBSITE, AND THE WEBSITE AND PROJECT AS A 
WHOLE IS MEANT TO BE A COLLABORATIVE AND HORIZONTALLY ORGANIZED 
EFFORT. IT IS NOT AUTHORITATIVE OF WHAT FREE U IS OR CAN BE. PLEASE SHARE 
WHAT THE FREE U IS ABOUT BY USING THE REPLY FUNCTION BELOW] 

Free U is the idea that we can all learn with and from each other everything that we need to know in order to survive 
and thrive as community. 

Free U already exists everywhere all the time inasmuch as the above statement is true. 

Free Universe-ity is the title of this website that a single person unilaterally began as a clay skeleton that is 
meant to serve as a place for people to connect who resonate with the idea of Free U. 

                                                             
25 While I insisted that the learning tent be called that instead of the education tent, I also have a problem with that chosen title. To call it the 
learning tent perpetuates the same problem that education itself does: claiming that learning happens in that tent. Now I might suggest it be 
called merely an open-space tent, a workshop tent, or something that does not imply "learning happens here". 
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Free Universe-ity is a particular attempt at magnifying the manifestation of the idea of the Free U and 
intentionally making space in a colonized world that actively and violently counteracts the process of people 
learning from and with each other everything they need to know in order to survive and thrive. The 
colonized world stifles the autonomous learning and projects of communities in order to incorporate them 
into the hubristic practices and hierarchy of settler societies. 

The Free Universe-ity is an intentional networking effort with the focus of manifesting the idea of Free U. 
Through participating in the Free Universe-ity you will: (1) contribute to the deepening of our collective 
knowledge (2) get connected with other people forming a mutual aid/gift economy (3) participate in growing 
systems of survival that are immune to the failures of centralized economic planning (4) have another vehicle 
for being the change you want to see in the world (5) transform the Free Universe-ity. 

This website is still in the beginning stages and may be abolished or dramatically changed as soon as it 
becomes obvious that its current form is not serving Free U. 

Among myriad other things, we are currently working on building infrastructure and processes for helping 
folks meet up with each other to learn what they want to together. Two main pieces of communications 
infrastructure that will facilitate the intentional networking efforts of the Free Universe-ity are a website 
and a collaboratively crafted publication to be distributed throughout the greater Seattle area (Seattle, WA). 

We currently need: 

 people who want to learn (and “teach”) stuff for free 
 people willing to help with web design 
 people willing to help produce a publication 
 people to checkout the calendar, come to events, help shape them and add your own! 

Post reply or contact freeuniversEity@gmail.com 

People can also checkout/join the Free Univers(e)ity Facebook group at 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/158434877617023/ 

(http://freeuniverseity.wordpress.com/about/)  

There has been a strong focus on the Summer Series as well as the brunch since the beginning of the summer. It has 
been difficult to work out infrastructure or processes/communications to truly utilize all of the information and 
resources folks put out in the survey, especially while putting energy into the summer series and the constant 
feeling of embattlement with continuous demonstrations and other community activities. The following is a 
description of the Summer Series from the website: 

Summer Series  

[see here for easy to read calendar of events] 

The Seattle Free University is offering a summer series, with two hours of open tutoring and free classes 
every week. Join us Saturday mornings at 11am for free peer-to-peer tutoring over brunch (free pancakes!) 
before a free class or workshop at 1pm. 

Tutoring and classes will take place at the Wildcat Social Center (1105 23rd Ave) unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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So far, we have the following tutoring and class offerings: 

Tutoring, Saturdays 11am-1pm 

Drop-in to see a tutor or email us to arrange regular tutoring. And if there’s something you would like to tutor or like 
to see offered, let us know. 

American Sign Language (ASL) 

English (all levels, pre-K to SAT and adult) 

Math (all levels, pre-K to SAT and adult) 

Chemistry, Biology, Physics (up to high school) 

French 

Spanish 

Single Sessions Classes/Workshops, Saturdays 1pm 

Dates and details may change. 

June 30th – Dealin’ with the Fuzz: Protecting Our Communities from the Police 

July 7th – Occupy/Decolonize Personal Safety (A Self-Defense Seminar) 

July 14th – Radical History of the Central District 

7/21 – Free Shit: How to Reclaim Resources in our Neighborhood and Why We Should (Urban Survival #1) 
7/28 – Guerrilla Gardening (Urban Survival #2) 
8/4 – WORKSHOP CANCELLED; checkout UMOJA Fest 2012 ALL Weekend! http://umojafamilyfest.com/ 
8/11 – NO SESSION, join us at the Everything for Everyone Festival for workshops all weekend long 
8/18 – Cob and Carpentry: Building for Urban Survival 
8/25 – Workshop and brunch status pending; Checkout the Seattle Anarchist Bookfair! 
http://seattleanarchistbookfair.org/ 
9/1 – Wandering Free: How to Get Around at No Cost 

Fill out this survey, to help us plan the classes you want to see: 
https://catalyst.uw.edu/webq/survey/lestecs/168147 

Post a reply here if you are would like to help set up or facilitate a course on any particular topic or email us 
at freeuniverseity@gmail.com for more information. 

(from: http://freeuniverseity.wordpress.com/summerseries/) 

Perhaps getting most to the core of what I was hoping to work on this summer with the Free U was the following 
proposed project, which a few people expressed interest in but never manifested: 
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Creating the Infrastructure for Autonomy: Intensive Community Weaving Project  

Intensive project composed of large group of diverse individuals, possibly including you, committed to creating 
community. The project will begin sometime during summer 2012 and will draw on and contribute to many 
of the Summer Series 2012 courses and activities. The project is still being defined at this point but the idea 
is to holistically imagine and create community. Please email FreeUniversEity@gmail.com to express 
interest in actively participating in and shaping this project, as we will need a group of dedicated folks to 
move forward with it. 

The plan as it stands, although subject to change, is to designate a particular topic related to community 
survival for each day of the week for the entirety of summer 2012. The current 7 topics of choice are as 
follows (please offer critiques and comments on this layout): 

 Water 
 Food 
 Shelter 
 Clothing and Equipment 
 Communication 
 Healing, Preservation and Transformation 
 Community Weaving 

Once per day, participants in the Intensive Community Weaving Project will gather to discuss and/or 
conduct activities (lessons, practical projects etc.) in relation to that topic and community. Once per week on 
the same day each week throughout the summer (e.g. every Sunday), all participants of the project will be 
expected to gather on the topic of Community Weaving. This day is meant to ground all of the various 
participants and topics in one place to work toward greater synthesis and cohesion of the community. Many 
of the activities relating to the various topics that participants in this project will have the opportunity to 
engage in throughout the week will be other already existing Free U activities (e.g. Guerilla Gardening). 

 Participants in this project will be expected to have the capacity to attend the Community Weaving day and at 
least one other day each week 

Please reply below or email freeunivereity@gmail.com with any questions, comments or concerns 

(from: http://freeuniverseity.wordpress.com/summerseries/creating-the-infrastructure-for-autonomy-
intensive-community-weaving-project/) 

Looking back on this whole process and having just written this document, this proposal seems much too highly 
educational. It seems if I actually wanted all of that stuff to happen, getting whatever we need to get done to take 
care of each other, it should be able to happen in a more community based way, not me proposing some regimented 
thing that is already planned out to such a degree of detail. It should start as a conversation with folks in my 
community: how do we get out water? Food? Healing? Etc. and to begin to see from there, together, how it makes 
sense to actually become self sustaining, such that we don’t need to rely on the vampyric market any longer than is 
absolutely necessary. Luckily for us, so much of this work is already being done by hella great people everywhere, 
all we need to do is connect and build community, that we may survive the undead plague that would have us be 
nothing more than blood and sweat for it to suck the life from; despite the seeming potency of the forces of 
vampirism on the planet, we are able to take care of ourselves in ways that do not rely on vampirism and we grant 
ourselves liberation from its corrupted and unwanted promises. 
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Free U Solidarities in Occupied North America 
Please email FreeUniversEity@gmail.com with suggestions/responses, as this section is in dire need of 
collaborative development. 

This is a list of how the author of this document considers folks occupying various positions in North American 
society can stand in solidarity with the idea of Free U. It is meant to be a starting point for conversation and not at 
all an authoritative or complete list of things that "people should do." This section is written in an attempt to give 
some material recommendation to the claim at the beginning of this document that the task of abolishing education 
is a process and a pragmatic endeavor. It is not assumed that Education and all oppressions will disappear overnight 
therefore I understand that folks occupying various positions in the currently oppressive society structured around 
education may simultaneously resonate with the goal of abolishing education for reasons presented in this document 
and/or other reasons of their own, this section is meant to start a conversation as to how folks occupying various 
existing roles can act in solidarity with the struggle against Education.  

Solidarity means attacking that which is silencing or destroying those you claim to be in solidarity with. If we 
recognize that colonization is a problem, education must be attacked. Luckily for us, we can attack it from the inside, 
outside and all around, because we have all been colonized and collectively we occupy all of these spaces. So as soon 
as we recognize that we have been colonized and that we want to remedy ourselves, we must seek to live in 
solidarity with all colonized peoples. We won't get it "right" at first, for example I am still typing on this laptop and 
that is a contradiction. But the point is we are all identifying as sharing at least one same struggle, for our own 
freedom and a healthy earth and we are actively trying to figure out how to live long term trajectories that do not 
undermine our own liberation. I hope this section can be a helpful first step in the dialogue to what solidarity across 
these lines can and does actually look like. I have grouped this into various headings and left little or no suggestions 
for each one because I am no expert on all the various positionalities involved in this conversation. 

 Everyone 
o be aware of the history and current context of Education in the Amerikkkas and worldwide 

o be aware of the current relationship between your local institutions, their effects on all local populations, 
and their current roles in Neoliberal Capitalism 

o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 

 Politicians 
o quit your job, announcing to the world the illegitimacy of all offices and inherent disgustingness and 

corruption of the trade 
o challenge, undermine, and dismantle any plans for the continued existence and expansion of standardized 

testing, openly attack it and delegitimize it; take students thoughts and feelings, especially the youth, 
who are dissenting from standardized testing and their critiques of society seriously; seek out those 
dissenting from education and hear them if they will talk to you, take their words as the truth, don't try 
and incorporate them into some new vision of Education for the Good Society; read literature from Ray 
McDermott and Verenne Harvé; Iván Illich; Gustavo Esteva y Madhu Suri Prakash; Joel Spring on the 
history of Education in Amerikkka and take them seriously 

o don't allow for the propagation of "good education = good job" narrative, that blames people who have 
been put into prisons because of the education system 

o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
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o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 

 Corporate Boards of Reagents Members 
o divest from extractive industries that your corporation is participating in 
o cede control over decision regarding the structuring and use of campus space and resources to a directly 

democratic body composed of all members of the campus community and the broader community in 
which the campus is situated... 

o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 

 Employers 
o Stop requiring educational credentials of any sort for any position if possible, hire based on 

personal knowledge of potential employees skill sets 
o for positions where this may not be possible, see about implementing a sort of apprenticeship 

program 
o allow for your employees to bring their children to work, make sure there is a good childcare 

space 
o give money unconditionally to sponsor independent centers of learning, deschooling centers in 

your community where youth and elders alike from the community can go to use resources 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 

 Educational Administrators 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 

 'Educators' 
o Tenured higher education faculty 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o Untenured higher education faculty 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o K-12 Public school educators 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o K-12 Private school educators 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o  

 Staff at Institutions of Education 
o Custodial 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o Administrative 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 Students 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Parents 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Community members next to large fancy universities 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Other 

o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
o _______________________________________________________________________ 
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(Originally printed in The Dominion: News from the Grassroots) 
http://www.dominionpaper.ca/articles/3629 

September 8, 2010 

Solidarities of Resistance: Liberation from Education 
Reflections on education, colonization, and freedom 

by Mike Jo Brownlee, Carla Bergman  

 
Active, community level unschooling can be liberating and anti-colonial. Photo: Arlin ffrench  

VANCOUVER—In today's society, school is sometimes spoken about as a necessity for a happy life and as 
an inherent good. The concept of education is thought to be synonymous with learning, and separates those 
who are knowledgeable from those who are deficient. This is true even in radical pedagogy circles, where 
education is portrayed as a universal need and a means of liberation. 

Only at the edges of radical movements are people calling the very concept of education into question, 
creating a culture of school resistance they say rejects the commodification of education and its connections 
to state building, and even genocide. 

“Education is a concept that co-evolved with capitalist society, which has long been known by dissenters to 
be a tool for streamlining capital accumulation, with classrooms that resemble factory floors, and bells that 
mirror the break-time whistles,” says University of Victoria professor Jason Price. In his book In Lieu of 
Education, Ivan Illich pointed out that the word “education” only appeared in the English language in 1530, 
at which time it was a radical idea and a novelty. 
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“Schools have been functioning for some time to create students with obedient minds, rarely pondering 
beyond the controlled learning habits they promote,” says Dustin Rivers, an Indigenous youth from the 
Sḵwxwú7mesh Nation. 

Before the process of education was commodified, says Rivers, “learning was present everywhere in my 
traditional culture. Even our word for 'human being' can be deciphered into a 'learning person'.” 

Important skills were demonstrated through mentorship, and were inseparable from culture. “Some of these 
aspects of the traditional culture remain” says Rivers, "but it often does so in spite of institutions like 
schooling, politics, and occupations attempting to dissuade or direct focus towards lifestyles that don't 
reinforce traditional ways of life."  

A look back through history indicates that the separation of learning from community and the natural world 
is not only intertwined with the rise of capitalism, but also with the formation of nation-states. “All nation-
states practice a continual effort to homogenize, using for this purpose the institutions and particularly 
education,” writes Gustavo Esteva, author of Escaping Education. 

In his book, Esteva notes that of the 5,000 languages left in the world, only one per cent exist in Europe and 
North America, the birthplace of the nation-state and where education is most prevalent. Thus, says Esteva, 
where education goes, culture suffers. 

A Mexican study shows one impact of education on culture: In San Andres Chicahuaxtla, Oaxaca, 30 per 
cent of youngsters who attend school totally ignore their elders' knowledge of soil culture, and their ability to 
live off of the land; 60 per cent acquire a dispersed knowledge of it; and 10 per cent are considered able to 
sustain, regenerate, and pass it on. In contrast, 95 per cent of youngsters in the same village who do not 
attend school acquire the knowledge that defines and distinguishes their culture. 

Schooling as a tool to homogenize Indigenous youth into national patterns is especially obvious in Canada 
and the United States, writes Ward Churchill in his book Kill the Indian, Save the Man. In both countries, 
says Churchill, genocidal policies designed to “compel the adoption of Christianity, reshape traditional 
modes of governance along the lines of corporate boards, and disperse native populations as widely as 
possible” were carried out through compulsory boarding schools. According to Churchill, these schools were 
administered with such vigour that the survival rate of children was roughly 50 per cent. According to the 
Assembly of First Nations, the last Canadian residential school closed in 1996. 

“What came down through compulsory schooling was very harsh, very damaging, and very brutal for our 
communities,” says Rivers. “It still is to this day, because it is all a part of the assimilation process. There is 
a responsibility for us to find new paths, and new ways.” 

“I have a lot of suspicion about the entire school model," says Matt Hern, a long time advocate for school 
resistance. "I think pretty much all its basic premises and constructions are suspect—bound up with a 
colonial and colonizing logic aimed at warehousing kids for cheap and efficient training of industrial inputs.” 

School resistance is a movement that attempts to undermine dominant narratives around school, and to 
broaden the deschooling movement to create new ways of engaging and learning together. “I strongly 
believe we need counter-institutions, ones that can support people and their passions, assist different types of 
learning, introduce people to new subjects and experiences, pass knowledge down (and up!), provide 
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meaningful work, pay fair wages if possible, build a community infrastructure, reach out to people from 
different backgrounds,” says filmmaker Astra Taylor. 

There are many people in the deschooling community who are doing just that. Hern co-founded the Purple 
Thistle Centre with eight youth 10 years ago. Today, the Thistle is a thriving deschooling centre in 
Vancouver.  

“We need to be building alternative social institutions—places for kids, youth and families that begin to 
create a different set of possibilities,” he says. “Something new that begins to describe and construct a 
different way of living in the world, and a different world.” 

Unschooling is simply defined as life-learning. Unschoolers spend their time exploring, learning and doing 
their passion, often with rigour and on their own time. Unschooling does not mean anti-intellectual; in fact, 
according to proponents, it is the opposite. “Unschooling is that very moment when you are really sucked 
into something, whether it's an idea or project and you just want to study it or be involved in it, master it,” 
says Taylor.  

There is certainly a strong emphasis on deschooling at the Thistle, but that does not mean the centre is only 
run and used by youth who are unschoolers. In fact, most of the youth are local schooled kids. Of the 25 
youth on the collective, five are unschoolers, and a few have college degrees. Out of 200 plus youth who use 
the space, the ratio is the same.   

The Thistle is not anti-school per se, rather it is about creating something new, according to Hern. “We 
wanted to rethink it all—rather than start with 'school' as the template—let’s start over entirely and create an 
institution that is for kids, by kids, has their thriving in mind, and takes that idea seriously, however it might 
look,” he says. 

While there are also alternative schools with mandates aimed at undermining and changing conventional 
school, Hern says they are often part of the problem. “These schools are inevitably lovely, nurturing 
inspiring places, but if they are providing one more great opportunity for the most privileged people in world 
history, then they are regressive, not progressive projects. They are making the fundamental inequities of the 
world worse.” 

Even the schools that challenge that status quo in a meaningful way are subject to corporate and government 
interference, he says. Although Taylor and Hern describe deschooling as a collective, grassroots effort, it is 
still very much on the fringe of society and social consciousness. The reasons are many; primary is the belief 
that school is inherently good for us. 

“The stigma around drop-outs and incomplete graduations is daunting, and you rarely hear of a positive 
outlook on leaving school,” says Rivers. Despite this, he left school and became a thriving unschooler who 
has spent the past few years reconnecting and building his community. He currently runs Squamish 
Language workshops for his community on his reserve. 

Indigenous people face an especially difficult stigma for resisting school. Cheyenne La Vallee, from the 
Sḵwxwú7mesh Nation, also left school to become an unschooler. “It’s considered shameful if you don't 
finish high school,” she says. “In my experience, I did face a lot of resistance to the idea of unschooling from 
family members and friends.” 
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La Vallee knew that schooling and colonization went hand in hand, but she had never "thought it through 
that the act of unschooling can be a direct link to begin the process of decolonization.” 

“Once I left school I found a deep love for my family and myself, my community and culture, life and my 
landbase, where I got to actually learn my culture, language and land," says La Vallee. "Going back to my 
land taught me about how my ancestors lived and I saw that as a way to decolonize.” 

“As an unschooler I felt very empowered as a citizen—I volunteered, I wrote a zine, I protested, I read 
widely, I made stuff—but when I briefly attended public high school I suddenly became a student, my 
interests were compartmentalized and my sense of agency was dramatically diminished," says Taylor.  

Schools can be a barrier to ones own cultures and values. “School does everything in its power to make you 
feel disempowered and ashamed for being Indigenous, for being a youth, for being alive,” says La Vallee. 

But leaving school isn't easy for many to imagine. “Narrowly describing de/unschooling as simply 'getting 
out of school' tends to privilege those with resources, time and money. Generally, middle-class, two-parent, 
white families,” says Hern. 

The same can be said for homeschooling, says Hern. “I think there are some things that many schools do 
well and are worth considering and respecting. Schools tend to put a lot of different kids together and when 
you're there you are forced to learn to deal with difference: people who don’t look, act, think or behave like 
you do. That’s really important, and often deschoolers end up hanging out with a lot of people who are very 
similar to themselves.” Which is why he thinks deschooling needs to be a form of active solidarity and 
activism. 

An important part of decolonizing education can come from settler communities. “The solidarity work would 
have to begin at promoting, or help promoting, this ideological alternative to the status-quo way of 
perceiving education,” says Rivers. The youth who are already thriving without school can go public and 
undermine the importance of school in society. “The prejudice will need to be challenged. In achieving this, 
the hope is more families will identify with the obvious wrongs and injustices within schools, and look 
seriously into alternatives,” says Rivers. 

As Esteva writes in his call for liberation: "We join in a call for solidarities of resistance; of liberation and 
autonomy from the tools, technologies, and economics of the educated. It has taken us decades to decolonize 
our minds; to start seeing with our own eyes; to learn how to take off the spectacles of the educated.” 

Carla Bergman is an activist, and the co-director of the Purple Thistle Centre in East Vancouver. Mike Jo 
Brownlee collaborates on projects at the Purple Thistle Centre and is a writer and activist. 
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From a Pedagogy for Liberation 
to Liberation from Pedagogy* 

Dana L. Stuchul, Gustavo Esteva, Madhu Suri Prakash 
Paulo Freire was a prominent member of a group of brilliant intellectuals and activists, who revealed — particularly to 
privileged audiences — the horrors of modern oppression. In the steps of Franz Fanon, they fostered a new awareness of 
the condition of the world’s social majorities after World War II. 
In Latin America, Freire was inspired by the revolutionary ethos stimulated by Fidel Castro and Che Guevara in the 1960s. 
Like many others, however, Freire searched for an alternative to guerrilla warfare and terrorism to promote profound 
social change: Revolution would arise neither by pen nor by sword, but via enlightened literacy. 
Freire gained fame and fortune for his ideas on literacy and education. Banking education — the dominant curriculum and 
pedagogy of classrooms and campuses for credentials, careers, social caste or pedigree — came under Freire’s critical 
scrutiny. He denounced its flaws with great effectiveness. Thousands, perhaps millions, of young people found in his 
writings a source of inspiration for their activism on behalf of peoples’ liberation. His many followers applied his method 
with courage and ingenuity all over the world. In the years following the publication of his pedagogy, Freire remained 
highly fashionable, particularly within certain professional educational circles of industrial countries.  
Given the well-established image of Freire as a progressive, radical or even revolutionary educator, it may seem 
preposterous, outrageous or even ridiculous to present him — as we do in this essay — as a conservative thinker and 
practitioner. Even more, on both theoretical and political grounds, we present him as a colonizer.  
We strongly believe that Freire was a man of integrity, faithful to his beliefs and possessing profound social commitments. 
He was particularly committed to deep social transformation for liberating the "oppressed," as he called them. Yet, in spite 
of his intentions, we observe that he adopted assumptions or presuppositions, which served the system he wanted to 
change. Instead of its transformation, his ideas nourished its conservation and reproduction. In making this claim, we 
hope that our observations may help to explain the frustration we have sensed in many of his followers and practitioners 
of his ideas — frustration arising from their accommodation within the very system against which they were courageously 
rebelling after being educated by Freire. We also hope that these will help those involved in learning societies develop 
greater clarity about their own efforts.  
  
I. The Corruption of Awareness 
During the 1960s, a new awareness emerged among sections of the educated elite across the world. Surveying their social, 
political, and environmental landscapes, they recognized serious wrongs in it: growing social injustice; wars like the one 
being waged in Vietnam; the failure of the progress promised for the post World War II period. They wanted change.  
Yet, if you want to change the world, you need to be aware of the direction of the global change you think is needed. You 
need a catholic (universally human) vision of both the desirable outcome for everyone and the way to achieve it. And if 
you do not suffer the illusion of being god, such consciousness should include the identification of the actors, subjects, 
agents who would produce the global change of which you are "aware." 
Freire’s pedagogy was born out of this kind of universal conscience.1  Freire had it. He imagined the direction and nature 
of change. He identified the agents for that change. And, he dedicated his life to promoting the change he conceived. The 
way which would enable that change was education. Freire’s catholic mission: secular salvation via education.  
The unsatisfactory conditions of the world had already a universal name, even a global identity by the 1960s: 
underdevelopment. The Peace Corps, the Point Four Program, the War on Poverty and the Alliance for Progress 
contributed to root into both popular and enlightened perception the notion of underdevelopment, coined by Truman on 
January 20, 1949. These programs also deepened the disability created by such a perception. None of those campaigns, 
however, were comparable to what was achieved by Latin American dependency theorists and other leftist intellectuals 
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dedicated to criticizing all and every one of the development strategies that the North Americans successively put into 
fashion to counter underdevelopment everywhere (Esteva, 1992). For them, as for many others, Truman had simply 
substituted a new word for what had already been there: backwardness or poverty. They attributed such conditions to past 
looting (a.k.a. colonization), as well as to the continued raping caused by capitalist exploitation. The neologism coined by 
Frank aptly summarized the prevailing political perception: development (capitalism) develops underdevelopment (1969).  
Trapped within an ideological dispute, very virulent at the time, many activists took sides: to get cured of 
underdevelopment, their countries needed to get cured of capitalism. Instead of a party, to develop the conscience or 
organization necessary for leading the people to their emancipation, guerrilleros will conscienticize the people — through 
word and praxis — in the nature of their oppression: leading them in the struggle to dismantle the dominant system; 
bringing them the right and appropriate kind of development; offering them the promise of their emancipation. 
While sharing the critique and purposes of the guerrilleros, Freire drew a line separating his thinking and action from theirs. 
He explicitly rejected the use of violence for seizing political power, in the name of revolution and liberation, and its usual 
outcome: an authoritarian state. Freire wanted the change to start with the people themselves, with their conscientization, 
their awareness. Convinced that both oppressors and oppressed were dehumanized by oppression, he assumed that a new 
consciousness would enable both to be fully human again. This consciousness, by itself, would give them the capacity to 
dissolve the oppression. 
According to Freire, "the oppressors, who oppress, exploit and rape by virtue of their power, cannot find in this power 
the strength to liberate either the oppressed or themselves. Only power that springs from the weakness of the oppressed 
will be sufficiently strong to free both" (1996). The oppressed, however, cannot liberate themselves by themselves. They 
are submerged within oppression, in the world of the oppressor; they are dehumanized, divided, inauthentic beings. They 
need an outside critical intervention.  
According to Freire, a pedagogy was needed to conceive and implement such intervention — a pedagogy of the 
oppressed. Such pedagogy could not be developed by the oppressors. "It would be a contradiction in terms if the 
oppressors not only defended but actually implemented a liberating education" (1996). It can neither be implemented 
through "systematic education which can only be changed by political power" (1996). The oppressed neither have that 
political power nor should they seize it. What is thus needed is a group of liberated pedagogues, fully conscienticized 
themselves in the pedagogy of the oppressed. The liberated would conceive educational projects, which should be carried 
out with the oppressed in the process of organizing them. At first a pedagogy of the oppressed, this pedagogy would then 
become a pedagogy of all people in the process of permanent liberation, a pedagogy of humankind.  
Freire used many titles for his mediators, his agents of change, in different moments of his life and work, describing them 
in different ways. Yet, he always wrote for them. He did not address himself to the oppressed, who had lost their 
humanity. Instead, he addressed the mediators. Freire’s pedagogy is, therefore, best understood as a pedagogy for 
mediators qua liberators. Freire wrote for critical educators, revolutionary leaders, social workers, organic intellectuals, a 
motley crowd of characters who in his view could and would dedicate themselves to the liberation of the oppressed. He 
attempted to teach them the moral and political virtues, as well as the technical tools, that would enable them, through 
their own liberation, to perform the function he ascribed to them. They become a substitute for a revolutionary party or 
for guerrilla activities. Once liberated, they become, for Freire, the new enlightened vanguard that would make possible 
the desirable change. 
There is no need to assume, like Peter Berger, that Freire’s consciousness raising implies the arrogance of higher-class 
individuals with respect to the lower-class population (Berger, 1974). Neither does he attribute to them an ontological or 
existential sickness. He is most certainly not a racist. Freire merely assumes that the oppression suffered by the oppressed 
has radically disabled them. The oppressed can neither liberate themselves from oppression, nor can they even perceive 
fully this oppression. Thus, the mediator must endow the oppressed with both awareness and conscience. In both cases, 
what is supposedly needed is a abstract, rational perception, with a specific theory about the oppression and its causes. 
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Such theory takes for granted: 1) that such awareness defines "true" reality, 2) that the oppressed lack such awareness and 
conscience, and 3) that such awareness and conscience are preconditions for liberation and transformation to occur.  
Freire’s position belongs to a distinctly modern (and therefore, Western) tradition. At the beginning of modernity, Hegel 
stated it in very clear terms: people cannot govern themselves; someone needs to govern them. This apothegm has been 
the premise, the point of departure, for all the dominant political theories and practices of the last two centuries. It implies 
that if people cannot govern themselves, they cannot change by themselves. They cannot, therefore, liberate themselves 
from any form of oppression. The underpinnings of this tradition and conviction are well known. They are embedded in 
the unilinear, evolutionist vision of the world, which presupposes the equally Western conception of the autonomous 
individual and of Western rationality/science. An enlightened elite should guide the masses of individuals along their 
evolutionary path, sometimes controlling them, sometimes subordinating them to the dominant system, and at other 
times, leading them in the process of substituting one system for another.  
This perspective, however, implicitly or explicitly dismisses, suppresses, or disqualifies the abundant historical evidence of 
how people have governed themselves or have rebelled by themselves against all sorts of oppressors, through what 
Teodor Shanin calls "vernacular revolutions" (1983). The term "vernacular" means native, indigenous, not of foreign 
origin or of learned formation (OED). The antonyms of vernacular are: cosmopolitan and worldly-wise, artificial and 
subtle, expert, official, universal and scientific.  
According to the dominant modern perception, vernacular initiatives and movements — expressing the rebellion of the 
oppressed against their oppressors or at least their resistance — are unseen, irrelevant, or non-existent. Or, even worse, 
they are viewed as counterproductive, traditionalist, parochial, fundamentalist, reactionary or counter-revolutionary, 
because they do not follow the official program. The only movements or initiatives taken into account are those 
conceived and promoted by cosmopolitan, universal, educated agents of change, agents who educate the people towards 
progress, pointing the way out of the vernacular towards the universal ... the global.  
Yet, no longer can the existence of vernacular revolutions be denied. With the insurrection of dominated knowledge, as 
Foucault (1992) calls it, a whole corpus of revisionist literature provides documentation of changes, initiatives and 
movements born among the people themselves, in their vernacular realms (Frank 1987, Eyerman and Jamison 1991, The 
Ecologist 1992, Esteva and Prakash 1998, Negri 1999).  
What is therefore increasingly in question is the real nature and potential for transformation of the conscience which all 
sorts of revolutionaries have attempted to instill in the people in order to promote their own projects. For some, this has 
been but another form of colonization, not of liberation. As Wendell Berry puts it: "In the formula Power to the People, I 
hear ‘Power to me, who am eager to run the show in the name of the People.’ The People, of course, are those designated 
by their benevolent servant-to-be, who knows so well what is good for them" (1972). 
Often, when it becomes impossible to deny the very presence and the social and political impact of peoples’ initiatives or 
vernacular revolutions, the dominant reaction is to associate them with prominent characters or charismatic leaders. Such 
attributions of the origins and orientations of peoples’ movements to enlightened or educated leaders legitimizes the 
prejudice that nothing progressive can happen without mediators.2  
The construction of mediators, intrinsic to Freire’s pedagogy for liberation, expresses thus a corruption of his awareness 
of oppression. It operates as a veil, hiding from the supposedly "liberated" agents of change their own oppression — the 
fact that their conscience is still embedded in an oppressive system and thus becomes counterproductive — adding 
oppression to the oppressed, disabling them while dismissing, denying or disqualifying the fullness of their initiatives. This 
operation does not only imply a specific, untenable arrogance: the hubris of possessing the true, universal conscience. It 
also serves the purpose of legitimizing the right of intervention in the lives of others.  
  
II. The Corruption of Love 
Similar to liberation theology (an option for the poor) courageously adopted by an important sector of the Catholic 
Church in Latin America, Freire finds a foundation and a destiny for his theory and practice in the ideal of solidarity. 
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Solidarity expresses an historical commitment based on a universal ethics. Solidarity legitimizes intervention in the lives of 
others in order to conscienticize them. Derived from charity, caritas, the Greek and Latin word for love, and motivated by 
care, by benevolence, by love for the other, conscientization becomes a universal, ethical imperative. 
Certainly, Freire was fully aware of the nature of modern aid; of what he called false generosity. He identified clearly the 
disabling and damaging impact of all kinds of such aid. Yet, for all of his clarity and awareness, he is unable to focus his 
critique on service. Freire’s specific blindness is an inability to identify the false premises and dubious interventions — in 
the name of care — of one specific class of service professionals: educators.  
In its modern institutional form, qua service, care is the mask of love. This mask is not a false face. The modernized 
service-provider believes in his care and love, perhaps more than even the serviced. The mask is the face (McKnight 
1977). Yet, the mask of care and love obscure the economic nature of service, the economic interests behind it. Even 
worse, this mask hides the disabling nature of service professions, like education. 
All of the caring, disabling professions are based on the assumption or presupposition of a lack, a deficiency, a need, that 
the professional service can best satisfy. The very modern creation of the needy man, a product of economic society, of 
capitalism, and the very mechanism through which needs are systematically produced in the economic society, are hidden 
behind the idea of service. Once the need is identified, the necessity of service becomes evident.  
In this way, Freire constructed the human need for the conscience he conceived. In attributing such need to his 
oppressed, he also constructed the process to satisfy it: conscientization. Thus, the process reifies the need and the 
outcome: only conscientization can address the need for an improved conscience and consciousness and only education 
can deliver conscientization. This educational servicing of the oppressed, however, is masked: as care, love, vocation, 
historical commitment, as an expression of Freire’s universal ethic of solidarity. Freire’s blindness is his inability to 
perceive the disabling effect of his various activities or strategies of conscientization. He seems unaware that the business 
of modern society is service and that social service in modern society is business (McKnight 1997). Today, economic 
powers like the USA pride themselves in being post-industrial: that is, smokestacks and sweatshops have moved to the 
South in an economy retooled for global supremacy in providing service. With ever-increasing needs, satisfaction of these 
needs requires more service, resulting in unlimited economic growth. 
Freire was also unaware that solidarity, both the word and the idea, are today the new mask of aid and development, of 
care and love. For example, in the 1990s, the neoliberal government of Mexican president Carlos Salinas used a good 
portion of the funds obtained through privatization to implement the Programa Nacional de Solidaridad. The program 
was celebrated by the World Bank as the best social program in the world. It is now well-documented that, like all other 
wars against poverty, it was basically a war waged against the poor, widening and deepening the condition it was supposed 
to cure, a condition that, in the first place, was aggravated by the policies associated with the neoliberal credo. 
Freire could not perceive the corruption of love through caring, through service, and particularly the impact of the 
corruption which occurs when the oppressed are transformed into the objects of service: as clients, beneficiaries, and 
customers. Having created a radical separation between his oppressed and their educators, Freire was unsuccessful in 
bringing them together, despite all his attempts to do so through his dialogue, his deep literacy — key words for 
empowerment and participation. All these pedagogical and curricular tools of education prove themselves repeatedly to be 
counterproductive: they produce the opposite of what they pretend to create. Instead of liberation, they add to the lives of 
oppressed clients, more chains and more dependency on the pedagogy and curricula of the mediator.3  
During the last several centuries, all kinds of agents have pretended to "liberate" pagans, savages, natives, the oppressed, 
the under-developed, the uneducated, under-educated, and the illiterate in the name of the Cross, civilization (i.e. 
Westernization), capitalism or socialism, human rights, democracy, a universal ethic, progress or any other banner of 
development. Every time the mediator conceptualizes the category or class of the oppressed in his/her own terms, with 
his/her own ideology, he is morally obligated to evangelize: to promote among them, for their own good, the kind of 
transformation he or she defines as liberation.  
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In response to colonization, Yvonne Dion-Buffalo and John Mohawk recently suggested that colonized peoples have 
three choices: 1) to become good subjects, accepting the premises of the modern West without much question, 2) to 
become bad subjects, always resisting the parameters of the colonizing world, or 3) to become non-subjects, acting and 
thinking in ways far removed from those of the modern West (Quoted in Esteva and Prakash 1998). 
The assumption of Freire is that his oppressed are trapped within the dominant ideology, that they have been de-
humanized by the system, that they are its subjects. But his rebellion, as much as his solidarity, succeeds at best in creating 
the condition of a bad subject, a rebel subject. In this way, neither Freire nor his conscienticizers can perceive their own 
oppression. By reducing his definition of himself, of his own being, to the terms of the oppressor, even to resist or 
oppose him, Freire can not even conceive of the possibility of becoming a non-subject. 
In rejecting the need of mediators and the dominant paradigm which holds that the people cannot govern themselves or 
change and rebel by themselves autonomously, we are of course affirming the opposite: that the people can govern 
themselves. Even more, it is our contention that people liberate themselves from oppressors only when both the initiative 
and the struggle come from them; from within themselves rather than from external agents of change. Instead of pro-
motion (which operates under the assumption that the people are paralyzed or are moving in the wrong direction), those 
taking initiatives at the grassroots to govern themselves autonomously or democratically speak of co-motion — moving 
with the people, rather than moving the people. In Spanish, the word conmover, conmoción, is instructive and strong in its 
denotation. Conmoción means not only to dance with the other the common tune (which does not necessarily define a 
common conscience). It also denotes moving together with the heart and stomach, not only with the brain, with 
rationality. The real plurality of the world is manifest in a pluralist attitude, fully respecting both the radical otherness of 
the other and their visions and initiatives. Co-motion may thus operate as a vaccine against the corruption of love. 
  
III. Resisting Awareness: The Case of Literacy 
Like Marx, Freire professed a profound fascination for modern technology. Like Marx, he recognized that technology is 
not neutral; that it can be used as a vehicle of oppression. But like Marx, he seemed unable to discover the nature of 
technological society and to find in la technologie itself, as defined by Ellul (1964), a source of oppression and alienation.  
In no other aspect is his silence or denial more evident than in the case of the alphabet: the tool of literacy. It is to the 
alphabet and to literacy that Freire dedicated his life. Literacy was his chosen field and until his end, he dedicated himself 
to promoting it and its tools. Courageously, he denounced the deficiencies and perversions of the literacy promoted and 
imposed by banking education. From these critiques followed Freire’s proposed paths to liberation: the appropriation of 
the tool, its pedagogy and curricula, as well as the skills engendered by the oppressed themselves. He insisted on the 
importance of a "critical appropriation" of literacy so that oppressors can no longer oppress the oppressed.  
Here, Freire confines himself to the critical question of who owns the tools and curricula of literacy as well as to their 
means and ends. He does not venture the distance required to see how the tool itself tames people, reducing and 
confining them to the operations of the textual mind. Freire’s historical perspective does not extend itself to examine the 
social construction of the textual mind. Neither does he reflect upon the implications of the textual mind for the human 
condition, including social organization and its system of domination (Illich 1993). 
In his denunciation of the discrimination suffered by the illiterate, Freire does not see, smell, imagine or perceive the 
differential reality of the oral world. While aspiring to eliminate all these forms of discrimination from the planet, he takes 
for granted, without more critical consideration, that reading and writing are fundamental basic needs for all humans. And, 
he embraces the implications of such assumptions: that illiterate people are not full human beings.  
Freire’s pedagogic method requires that literacy should be rooted in the socio-political context of the illiterate. He is 
convinced that in and through such a process, they would acquire a critical judgement about the society in which they 
suffer oppression. But he does not take into account any critical consideration of the oppressive and alienating character 
implicit in the tool itself, the alphabet. He cannot bring his reflection and practice to the point of establishing clear limits 
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to the alphabet, like with many other modern tools, in order to create the conditions for the oppressed to critically use the 
alphabet, instead of being used by it. 
As Plato suggested, the text is radically uprooted from any concrete, living experience, no matter how much it evokes 
living and concrete experiences or is written or read in a very concrete and alive situation. The textual mind is constructed 
according to that model. The textual mind thinks of speech as frozen; of memories as things that can be saved and 
recovered; of secrets that can be engraved within the conscience and thus examined; and of experiences that can be 
described. In writing texts, the modern individual "looks" for the proper word to say what he wants to say. He thinks that 
he can fix in line what has happened — in his life, his job, his country — and mummify them, only to resurrect them later. 
A text is in a sense past speech, but speech which has suffered a radical transformation, so radical that perhaps it can no 
longer be called speech.  
In the world of orality, where the oath is law, words are the fabric of human interaction. Modern men are men in context. 
The word context still describes the weaving of words, the connection between the parts of a discourse, the parts around a 
"text" which determine its meaning. But it also means today how men and woman are woven together, connected. They 
are connected through texts. Their minds are constructed in the shape of texts — uprooted, homeless texts. And they feel 
unbearable loneliness unless they find their contexts, to connect themselves to others through pertinent texts. 
Modern mentality — whether that of Freire’s oppressor or oppressed — is inextricably shaped by the alphabet. Liberation 
cannot come from literacy — not even critical literacy, Freirean style. Liberation comes with the autonomy of assuming a 
critical distance from the alphabet, from the recovery and regeneration of our minds, currently trapped and embedded 
within texts. 
We recognize and celebrate that most people on earth are either functionally or absolutely illiterate: that is, non-
alphabetized. Tragically, with each and every literacy campaign, their way of life and cosmovision are at risk of being 
disqualified. Thus, in departing from Freirean pedagogy and liberation, interest in the autonomy or liberation of the non-
alphabetized by the literate must also be accompanied by the sense and feeling of the association between our texts and 
their oppression.  
  
IV. Resisting Love: The Case Against Education 
Freire’s central presupposition: that education is a universal good, part and parcel of the human condition, was never 
questioned, in spite of the fact that he was personally exposed, for a long time, to an alternative view. This seems to us at 
least strange, if not abhorrent.  
Freire was explicitly interested in the oppressed. His entire life and work were presented as a vocation committed to 
assuming their view, their interests. Yet, he ignored the plain fact that for the oppressed, the social majorities of the world, 
education has become one of the most humiliating and disabling components of their oppression: perhaps, even the very 
worst.  
Education creates two classes of people: the educated and the uneducated or undereducated. The educated, a minority, 
receive all kinds of privileges from their position. The rest get all kinds of deprivation and destitution. No literacy 
campaign or educational project has or can overcome that deprivation and destitution in any society. Why did Freire close 
his eyes to such facts? Like all other educational reformers, he concentrated his efforts on polishing and cosmetizing 
people’s chains. This further legitimized and deepened the oppression he was supposedly struggling against. 
The uneducated are not able to read the texts of the educated. But they are not stupid.4  They retain their common sense. 
In the era of accelerated educational reforms, the uneducated are better equipped to accept the fact denied by the 
educated: the foolishness of placing faith in the possibility of secular salvation through education. The growing awareness 
among the illiterate, the uneducated, and the undereducated about this situation, coupled with many other facts, is 
allowing an increasing number of them to think that perhaps the beginning of the end of the era of education has already 
begun. 
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For the experts, the contemporary state of education is dire. The educational system becomes more oppressive to those 
enrolled within it, even as it expands. With every step of its expansion, teaching becomes more mechanical, monotonous 
and irrelevant. Students discover faster than their teachers how irrelevant their learning is; how little it prepares them to do 
useful work or to live.  
Despite this, the reform proposals proliferate. Grouped into three categories of reformers, some look to improve the 
classroom: its methods, equipment or personnel. Others attempt to liberate it from any bureaucratic imposition: 
promoting teachers, parents, and communities as the principal decision-makers for determining the content and methods 
of education. Still others attempt to transform the whole society into a classroom: with new technologies substituting for 
the closed space of the classroom, providing for open markets and remote teaching. Whether reformed, free or a world-
wide classroom, these reforms represent three stages in the escalation of interventions to increase social control and to 
subjugate people. 
The most dangerous reformers are today those who promote the substitution of the classroom for the massive 
distribution of knowledge packages via global communication technologies. These reformers go further in establishing 
knowledge consumption as a basic need for survival. While traditional reformers are still promising more and better 
schools, these current reformers are at this moment winning the race. They present themselves as the only ones who will 
be able to achieve the goal, accepted by everyone: equality of access.5  Rather than diminishing the need for classrooms, 
these reformers extend its function. Theirs is an attempt to transform the global village into an environmental womb in 
which pedagogic therapists will control, under the appearance of a free market, the complex placenta necessary for 
nourishing every human being. Furthermore, the regulation of intellectual rights, now being negotiated in international 
institutions, will serve to protect the corporations which produce and distribute the knowledge packages that from now on 
will define education in the global campus. 
Educators continue to educate the world in the fallacy that education is as old as the hills. However, the idea of education 
is exclusively modern. Born of capitalism, education perpetuates it. The past is colonized every time the cultural practices 
or traditions for learning or study of pre-modern or non-modern peoples are reduced to that category understood as 
education.  
Education, like capital, was initially promoted through force. Today, police and armies are still used to extend and deepen 
educational control. However, education has now been established as a personal and collective need. Like other needs, it 
has been transformed into a right. More than bureaucratic imposition, education has become a legitimate and universally 
accepted social addiction — it stimulates knowledge consumers to freely, passionately, and compulsively acquire their 
chains, thus contributing to the construction of the global Big Brother. 
Globalized markets simply cannot absorb the masses. Increasingly, people become disposable human beings — 
unavailable for capital to exploit them. However, by giving them, with public funds, access to knowledge packages, capital 
educates them as consumers and prepares them for the moment in which it can subsume them again in the system of 
exploitation. 
These "disposable" people have started to react everywhere. There is a proliferation of initiatives escaping the logic of 
capital. Everywhere, disposable people are transforming the drama of exclusion into an opportunity to follow their own 
path and to create by themselves their own life. One of their first steps is to escape education. 
Given the fact that education is the economization of learning, transforming it into the consumption of a commodity 
called knowledge, people are recovering their own notions of learning and living free of educational mediation. Since the 
noun "education" imposes a completely passive dependence on the system which provides education, people are 
substituting this noun with the verbs "to learn" and "to study." Unlike the noun, these verbs reestablish the autonomous 
capacity for building creative relationships with others and with nature — relationships which generate knowing, wisdom. 
People are again acknowledging that to know is a personal experience, and that the only way to know, to widen the 
competencies for living, is to learn from the world, not about the world. Their hope: that the extinction of the ritual of 
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schooling and of the myth of education is appearing on the horizon — the beginning of an era ending privilege and 
license (Illich 1971). 
Freire was entirely unable to anticipate such evolution or even to perceive the nature of the problem. He was thus unable 
to perceive the victimization created by schooling and education and to derive the pertinent conclusions. He was unable 
to bring his brilliant critique of "banking education" to education itself. 
The very modern idea of teaching everything to everyone, of providing the same knowledge to every member of a society, 
of educating all of them to give to them vital competence, transformed learning and knowledge into a commodity. It 
applied to learning the premise of scarcity: the economic principle that man’s wants are very great, not to say infinite, but 
his means are limited, although improvable. The logic of this assumption defines the economic problem par excellence: to 
allocate resources (limited means to alternative, unlimited ends). Once defined as education, the conditions for learning, 
always sufficient in every culture for its own requirements, became scarce. Once the premise of scarcity became the main 
principle of organization for society, with modernity and capitalism, the allocation of means for learning and for the 
distribution of the new commodity called knowledge, always limited, started to follow the pattern of injustice: some had 
access to them; others did not. Furthermore, the ways and means of learning still available for the destitute were restricted, 
eliminated, or radically devalued. The very experience of knowing was transmogrified into the mechanical consumption of 
abstract, unfleshed, disembodied, genderless texts, now called "knowledge." 
Freire’s pedagogy of liberation, viewed with archeological eyes, is yet another modern tool and technology used against 
vernacular probity and honor. The universal conscience and the institutional rules guarding it are doomed to colonize, 
standardize, and tame the wilderness of what still remains vernacular.  
  
V. Liberation From Pedagogy 
There are teachers — past and present — whom we admire. We admire them for different reasons and in different ways. 
They come from completely different worlds. We admire the kind of impact each of them has had or is having in their 
worlds; an impact so profound and powerful on their people that it spills over into other worlds; of the Other who does 
not belong to the world of each of these.  
The teachers we admire have not prided themselves in being professional teachers. In fact, even those who were 
professionals chose to abandon their profession: to become, so to speak, professional dropouts. Here, for matters of 
variety and spice, we will limit ourselves to identifying only three. Three de-professionalized teachers, belonging to three 
worlds so different ... they might as well be three distinct planets.  
For clarifying the issues of this essay, we chose to reflect on the life, the work, and the teachings of Mahatma Gandhi, 
Subcomandante Marcos and Wendell Berry. Purposely, we juxtapose them to exacerbate their radical and dramatic 
differences—personal and cultural: an international teacher of peace from India; a ski-masked combatant in an 
indigenous, Zapatista army from Mexico; a North American farmer-poet from Kentucky.  
Is it absurd to even place them under the same umbrella of public and private virtues we dwell on as we reflect on the 
kind of impact they have had upon others ... even as they have said a firm No! to all the symbols of modern power? 
Particularly the power of the modern agent of secular salvation: education? 
We cannot call them educators. Even less can we call them Freirean educators. Emancipators. Conscienticizers. 
Empowerers. Liberators. Humanizers. Undeniably, each of them has put up the good fight for freedom from colonizers, 
from corporations, from the oppressive system of the State. Undeniably, their courage has infected others with the 
contagion needed to swim upstream against the global current. Each lives a life so compelling that it becomes their 
message — let me be the change I wish for the world. Each is literally an enfleshment of these words. Words made flesh. 
Each reveals in his own fashion what it means to buck the modern madness called Progress. Each has been cured of 
modern man’s mad love for The Machine. Each goes against the grain of modernity not to be novel, not as a fashion, but 
because his wisdom suggests the significance of breaking free from the radical rupture imposed by modern man on 
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tradition. And, each reveals the art of enriching, enlivening tradition; they possess the traditional knowledge for changing 
tradition from within, thus ensuring its historical continuity. 
Each of them suffered a radical transformation, once they became aware of their condition as subjects. First, they became 
good subjects. Next, they became bad subjects in an oppressive system. In so doing, each was able to perceive and 
conceive a way out of such oppression. And each of them fell into the temptation to transform their awareness into the 
agency of change, leading others towards that way. But each recovered after that fall and transformed their culturally 
rooted awareness into the decision to incarnate, in their own lives, the way out of oppression, while embracing their own 
personal limits under pervading social constraints.  
Finally, each of them became non-subjects and attributed the agency of change to the people themselves, rather than to 
any kind of mediator. They do not see others’ awareness as something created or constructed by them: their 
intermediation, their leadership. They are only articulating peoples’ experiences and traditions, through which people 
recognize the foundation for their own thinking and action. Instead of using such awareness to preach ideals of life, they 
transform it into living ideals which they attempt to incarnate and regenerate, in ashrams in India; in the jungle of Chiapas 
in Southern Mexico; or on a farm in rural Kentucky in North America.  
These non-teacher, non-conscienticizer teachers give us a glimpse of what it means to be non-subjects; what is involved in 
the recovery and the regeneration of vernacular worlds. They do not do it in any nostalgic, sentimental way. Their living, 
rather than a going back, are worthy of emulation precisely because they live full of hope, in the present. Their lives are 
attempts to heal the brutal rupture caused by modernity while they break free from it in order to re-connect themselves to 
real people in their soil cultures. 
  
VI. Reclaiming Awareness and Love 
As victims, we have been seduced into believing that schooling and education are prerequisites for living a good life. We 
have been deceived by the cult of experts to accept that living, learning, and growing require expert expertise. We have 
been schooled into accepting one kind of institutional arrangement (for example the school) — hierarchical, centralized, 
compartmentalized, and normalized — which provides programmed choice behind the guise (and using the language) of 
freedom. Through curricularized learning, we know how to measure, assess, and rank knowledge (as well as ourselves and 
others), increasingly devoid of real-life experience. And, we have resolved that schooling yields learning, that school-
learning yields wisdom, and that school-wisdom ought to yield quantitatively improved living. Yet, most fail to consider 
the ill-effect that an over-emphasis on "quantity" or "quality" (education, not to mention career, income, "toys" and the 
like) must have on spirit, body, culture, and nature. 
Having despaired over the deceit perpetrated by schooling and education, we are, we believe, ready to hope. The gods of 
schooling and education no longer hold possession of us. They no longer bind us to expectations of a world or society 
made better as a result of their functioning — whether reformed, revolutionized, humanized, conscienticized, multi-
culturalized, democratized, or greened. 
We prevent our hope from being transmogrified into a program or an expectation — the hubris of pretending to control 
the future. As Vaclav Havel affirms, "Hope is not the conviction that something will turn out well, but the conviction that 
something makes sense, regardless of how it turns out" (1991). 
Our hope is continually nourished by the Zapatistas, who have inspired thousands, millions of globaphobics all over the 
planet. The Zapatistas continue to offer a radical refutation to all modern fanatics, self-styled cosmopolitan individuals, 
still dismissing all vernacular initiatives and movements as parochial, fundamentalist, and as going-back-in-time. We find 
parochialism in all globaphilics, like international institutions or transnational corporations, and in their reductionist 
science. All of them are constrained by their lenses which reduce the richness of the world, in all its diversity and 
complexity, to the homogeneous, abstract quantities of their statistics, always associated with a very parochial, self-serving 
interest. 
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As defined by the deeds of the Zapatistas as well as by the words of Marcos, localization is the opposite to both localism 
and globalization. True, traditional resistance to all kinds of colonizers often implied forms of localism in which people 
were forced to entrench themselves in their own places. Such entrenchment implied the danger of short-sighted and even 
fundamentalist localism. In the epoch of economic and technological globalization, people realize that all isolated 
localisms will be razed to the ground. But instead of abandoning their roots and places, as global forces push them to do 
— in order to better gut them in the shapeless space of the market and the State — they affirm themselves in them while 
at the same time opening their hearts and hands to others like themselves.  
In our own struggles to become non-subjects, we find inspiration in the words of Paul Goodman: 
"Suppose you had had the revolution you are talking or dreaming about. Suppose your side had won, and you had the kind of society you 
wanted. How would you live, you personally, in that society? Start living that way now! Whatever you would do then, do it now. When you run 
up against obstacles, people, or things that won’t let you live that way, then begin to think about how to get over or around or under that 
obstacle, or how to push it out of the way, and your politics will be concrete and practical" (Quoted in Holt 1970). 
  
ENDNOTES 
1 In using "conscience," we are guided by Illich who in a footnote in Gender (Berkeley: Heyday Books, 1982, pp.158-9), 
provides a lengthy elaboration on the history of the term as well as a critique of its contemporary derivative. We include 
an excerpt from the text. "Conscience here means the human guide and umpire internalized. As an ideal type, it is opposed to the gendered 
sense of vernacular probity (FN 82). What has been called the ‘process of civilization’ builds on a process that could be called ‘conscientization.’ 
The term has been coined in Brazil to label a kind of political self-help adult education organized mostly by clergymen popularizing Marxist 
categories to help the poor discover that they are ‘humans’ (FN 4). It could be used by the historian to describe an enterprise that was decisively 
shaped by the Church through the institutionalization of the sacrament of Penance in the twelfth century, an enterprise that since then has been 
followed by other techniques. I would call conscientization all professionally planned and administered rituals that have as their purpose the 
internalization of a religious or secular ideology. Conscientization consists of the colonization and standardization of vernacular probity and 
honor through some ‘catholic’ (that is universally human) set of institutional rules." 
2 A case in point is the Zapatista movement. For the government, the political parties, many analysts and even many of its 
followers or sympathizers, the Zapatistas are in fact reduced to the now famous subcomandante Marcos. They thus 
express their racist prejudice: the only educated white man of the movement, who has performed a brilliant role as speaker 
(a kind of cultural bridge between the indigenous peoples and the educated world), should be the one conceiving and 
leading the movement. Time and again, the Zapatistas have declared, or demonstrated with facts, that their uprising came 
from people’s own initiative, from their communities, that have since then been in control of it. Marcos himself has 
explained how the communities cured him of the ideological burden he brought to the jungle. But the Zapatistas are still 
seen, by the elite, as a group of manipulated Indians, under the control of a mestizo. 
3 Krishna Kumar (1998) accurately writes that "it is hardly unfair to say that Freire belongs to that short historical period 
which lasted from the late 1960s to the middle of the 1980s ... Activism aimed at social change had become a fully 
magnetized service industry, copiously funded by international donors with a clear view that it would help contain within 
limits the feelings of the poor and the marginalized majority. This portrait of the past decade or so, though sketchy, 
should help us appreciate the incorporation of Freirean ideas and terminology into the industry of voluntarism." 
4 In fact, the very idea of modern education emerged with the conviction, generalized in the XVII century, that men are 
born stupid. Stupidity became equivalent to original sin. Education became its cure, defined as the inverse of vital 
competence (Illich 1977). 
5 The promise is of course another illusion, legitimizing the current campaign. Less than one percent of the people in 
Southeast Asia have access to Internet. Two thirds of the people on Earth have never made a phone call. So much for 
equality of access through the Internet. 
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Excerpted from Madhu Suri Prakash and Gustavo Esteva. 

1998. Escaping Education: Living as Learning Within 
Grassroots Cultures. Peter Lang Publishing: New York. 
"Education as a Human Right: The Trojan Horse of 
Recolonization" 
 
By old habit or new force, carrot or stick, educators and education are rapidly changing . . .to stay 
unchanged. Blind political and economic forces are pushing the educational system out of the global market. 
To protect it in this turbulent time, educators, parents, governments, corporations, its guardians and 
consumers, continue to commit their will to the latest brands of educative potions and ever-new trinkets or 
teaching technologies. 
 
The uneducated, the miseducated, and the undereducated are neither blind to, nor non-conscientized about, 
those efforts and processes. They are capable of seeing through the latest educational formulae being 
concocted for their secular salvation. They have their own ways, their own rich and ancient traditions for 
expressing their disenchantment, skepticism, or discontentment with the education they got failed to get. 
 
They are teaching each other how to become refuseniks. The counterproductivity of education and the 
educational system evidenced in almost two centuries of history. The time has come to abandon this modern 
myth; not to give it a new lease on life with its postmodernization. 
Enough is enough! Ya basta! 
*** 
What is good for the goose is good for the gander. In fact, education is a good for the goose precisely 
because it is good for the gender according to assumptions and conclusions of the educated. It is a universal 
genderless good; so good, indeed, as to be declared a basic human need; so needed as to be claimed a 
universal human right. 
 
One man’s meat is another man’s poison. Refuseniks are learning to resist any and all universal formulae of 
salvation; to recognize the cultural roots of each promoted globalism or universalism; to realize that all of 
them—including the different brands or breeds of education—are nothing but arrogant particularisms. What 
for some people is the proverbial dream come true, for other people is a waking nightmare: a plague, a 
disease destructive of their traditions, their cultural and natural spaces. 
 
In the epic now evolving at the grassroots, the social majorities are taking steps to liberate themselves from 
the social minorities. Those classified and categorized as uneducated, underdeveloped, poor or undeveloped 
are struggling for their freedom from those who consider themselves to be educated or developed. Step by 
step, the former are dismantling all the institutions and projects of the latter which discriminate against 
them—including the educational enterprise. 
 
In articulating these initiatives as "Grassroots Postmodernism," we seek lucidity, courage, and imagination. 
These are necessary for creating solidarities with communities and groups suffering the most marked and 
vicious discrimination of our times—imposed by the educated as professional assistance, aid, or help upon 
the three contemporary [lower] castes: the miseducated, the undereducated or the noneducated, who 
constitute the majority of people on earth, the Two-Thirds World. 
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*by incorporating this image and 
its text I am in no way advocating 
that anyone ought to literally 
convert any university building to 
ashes—that would be a terrible 
idea. I am not advocating arson or 
any form of property destruction 
by presenting this. 

The appeal to me is the analysis it 
presents of how people ought to 
engage with systems of schooling 
in a revolutionary context. If we 
have the option to completely 
reformat society, will we continue 
to use the structures and schemes 
we are accustomed to, which have 
their roots in our domination, 
while simply attempting to change 
their content to some socialist, 
communist, anarchist or other 
'revolutionary' agenda—or will we 
destroy/fundamentally transform 
them and grow entirely new, 
healthier, and egalitarian ways of 
being amidst their ashes? 

The comment "either convert it to 
ashes or begin the immediate 
materialization of the 
international soviet" gets to the 
crux of this paper: that any system 
of schooling or process of 
education cannot be liberatory and 
is inherently oppressive. To think 
that education can be used for 
good, that we can simply cease to 
use this tool or process in bad 
ways and start using it in good 
and better ways order to craft the 
right kind of people for a free 
society is to miss entirely the root 
causes of oppression and suffering, 
and their connection to the very 
birth and expansion of the concept 
of education. People cannot be 
made better suited for life in a 
truly free society by this thing 
called education, as long as it 
continues to exist, society is not 
truly free. 
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